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(57) ABSTRACT 

A system and method is disclosed herein for customizing 
pages of a rental vehicle reservation booking website with 
deep-links for specialized rental vehicle reservations. The 
specialized rental vehicle reservations may comprise reser 
Vations for a division of a customer entity and/or promo 
tional offer reservations. Multi-division and multi-offer 
pages can also be defined for the website through an 
administrative tool. 

?oon Characteristics: 
Time: mm/dlifyy - mm/d2/yy 
Vehicle: Any vehicle type; 
Location: LAX branch 

Customer Options for Entering Stage Data; TLV 
T: Temporal Data 

L: Location Data 

W: Vehicle Data 

Verify Entries for T, L, and W 

Book Reservation 

Division Characteristics. 
Time: Any time 
Vehicle: Full Size; 
Location: Branch X in St. Louis Division Deep 
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300: Recognize user computer as requesting access to 
customer profile's multi-division page 

302: Authorization? N 304: Deny access 

Y 

306: Provide requested multi-division page to user 
computer for display thereon 

308: User selection of a link on the multi-division page: 

310: Deep-link selected? 

Y N 

312: Load rental vehicle reservation with 318: Link to another multi 
the pre-selected characteristic(s) division page selected? 

corresponding to the selected deep-link 
N 

320: User computer linked to 
314: Provide deep-linked page requested page 

corresponding to the selected deep-link to 
the user computer for display thereon 

316: Respond to user input to complete 
rental vehicle reservation 

Figure 3 
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06 08 C3 Stephens E1940c Apr 8, 2004 
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1. L. A. Stephers is 4 a cli. 2303 

p 11 A2 Stephers E34C Apr 19, 2005 
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04 o4 33 Stephens E1940c Jun 1, 204 
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Figure 10 
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Enterprise.com Administration 

tons or rrora arrors have occured on this page. Please review selections marked with the excharnation icon. 

1104 - 11e 1108, 11 O2 
rarerssees v. optional content : suminary -1 
Customer Numbers 123458 - - - - - - - - - , t 
customer Names XYZ Cao date Created af23A24 
link to customizat Created by 4380 ww.enterprise.com car renaldeeplinkap.do?bid=002&cust=123456 

1302 
Vehicle Options 

N-1 Allows the user to specify which wehicles are available 
for selection on the customized site by country and 

1304 transmission. 

N W Country: 
united States Canada United Kingdontreland 

f vehicle upgrade option oon oof s pgrade up 1308 

Provides the option to display or not display 
the wehicle upgrade option on the reservation 
confirination page, 

UK Autoratic Weices 

on't Stow on Site Preferred? 

ECAR 
ccAR 
SCAR 
FCAR 
PCAR 
MAR 
SFAR 

O FFAR 
O SPAR 

XWAR 
1306 UK Maalfeices 

at Stow Site Preferred 

C&R 

{AR 

SCAR 
FC&R 

CAR 

MA 

SFAR 
FFAR. . . . t. 
SPAR - 

xy AR 

wn 

1314 1312 1310 

Figure 13 
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Enterprise.com Administration 
&geogfie Aggouis 

== 1106 1108 10 
-N --eas, - > w- - - - -- *1 aw-s:'w':ex- 1 

General ehicles Optional Content Images summary 

Customer number: 123456 
steer Nases: XYZ Corporation Date. Created: Sep 23, 2013 

Link to Customized Site Created by e8056d 

1104 

www.enterprise, cocar rentadeedlinkmap, do?tid=002&cust 123456 

Associate Image: 15O2 

to associate an irise to a 
specific page, click button, below. 1526 

createnew 1522 1524 1528 
airtrain 1504 l 

1544 1548 

1520 Custon. In 
click on cou 

\- 1542 
W 

is paying i-14 of 14 

Jun 23, 2005 Juls, 25 12:00 art 11:59 pm 
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1540 - - PHP RS 2w. ar in Y -- - - - - - M Jun 23. zoos Jus. zoos 12:00 art, 11:59 pfn 
8:CP LSS 29 Sr name of file Jun 23, 2005 Ju 3, 2005 i2:00 am 11:59 pm 

NI- Lsg 2w GR nine of fis sis. . . . . . . . . . Jun 23, 2005. Jus, zoos 12.00 am 11:59 pm 
PHP sg aw FR nians of file Jun (, 2005 Jul 25, 2005 i200 an 15s pra 

PHP RSG 4W Er name of file Jun 10, 2005 Jul 25, 2005 12:00 am 11:59 pm 
PP RSg 3W ef name of file Jura O, 2005 J 25, 2005 12:00 am 59 pm 

Tecp rss sw EN name of fila Jun 10, 2005 Jul 25, 2005 12:00 am 11:59 pm 
PHP Lss 2w FR name of file Jun 10, 2005 Jul 25, 2005 1200 am 1159 prin 

SG 2W GR harne offia ui 26, 2005 Aug 0, 2005 i2:0 am is on 

php LSG 2w FR name of file Ju 28, 2005 Aug 10, 2005 la: 9. arn li:59 pm 

pipe S W N name of file Ju 28, 25 Aug 1, 2005 . .203 arm ii.159 pm 

displaying i-4 of 4 previous 42 next 42 - 

Figure 15(b) 
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Enterprise.com Administration 

Aceous 1102 

i customer Number 123455 
date created sep 23, 203 customer Nissae: XYZ Corporation - m - Y - -m -- - - 

is to custoralized Site: Created by: e8053d www.enterprise.com/car_rental/deeplinkmap.do?bid=002&cust=123456 

Associate Image 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

page Attributes 
Please select Page. 

Page: select Page created 
by: hate: 

Country: Sect country last Modified 
a's Be 

Please select language. 
by: Oates: is guage select arguage 

1602 

1604 

Image parameters 

Sre: T var w 

Please enter a valid Jrnaga Fle Narne, 
Vietnaga. file name: L 

(e.g. ban-LSG4-SweepscorpMOMEmail_en_US.gif) 1608 
Please set act Piscernent. 

1606 

Patement: Select piacrant 

t Please select description. 
description: Select descriptior, 

Image Link(s), . . . . s . 
pigase anter destination URL for all positions, 

Destination URL: 
x No UR needed for this position S. 

Alt Attribute: 1612 
... Positias: 4 

Link Associations -- . : 

i. s 

2. 

3. 

1616 

Inhage Activation dateftime 
Please verify accuracy of Activation dates Times. 

start date: Jun 26 200s End date: Jun 26 2008 Et 

162O 1618 Figure 16 
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ARC: 6543.21 raceporten S English Page Title: xz corporation 
: 

English Page Description: team. 
i --------------. 

French Page Title: O ARC Type: TT 
French Page Description: E ammum-m-m-m-m-m-m-m-m-m-m-m-WW----- 

German Page title: Group: Region: 
German Page Description: L. 

t LiveURL: 
1904 

un. Generator www.ww.waw-wow-www.waw-wowownww.www.ww.oxwww.www.rworw-y-axworwww.www.raws are womeworwaw-exww.www. 

... --- ador language - 

1908 
N Country Designator: display Alpha-browser; 

- S. General Page C Country-specific Pages () Yes C. No 

english division Narne: c-------------------------- 1932 otputer Systeins division 

English Division R: www.enterprise.com/carrental/deepinkmap dorbid-ooze arc-12345 J estR 
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Multidiwisions displaying: -s of & 
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Enterprise.com Administration 
corporate Multiple Divisions: 

1902 create New 

ARCE: 65432 N English Page Title: XYZ Corporation 
English Page Description. D - ea; 

French Page Title: D.O. RC type: 
French Page Description: E German Page Title: Group: Region; 
German Page Description O 

1904 live UR: 

\- Relerator 
w8------ mummim-m-m-m-m-mammam 

country: , and/or language: i: 

- S4 1910 
1908 --- - NJ Country Designator: display Alpha-Browser; M 

{C General Page cy country-specific Pages & Yes O No. 
1944 1946 

r 1940 1942 M-m- ----1948 

an aff said Germany 11 1932 engish bivision Name: 

English Division R: Ies 

Frechivisio Marne: 

French wisii URL: i Iest LR 

t 
German division Name: 

German Civision URL -------- liest LR 
i -1916 

?ier 
1914 

1918 Multivisions displayer g: "20 of 45 K Previous 20 Next 20 - 

ission name divisier R. 

displaying 1-20 of 45 K. Previous 20 Naxt 20 X 
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one or more errors have occured on this page. Please review selections marked with the exclamation icon, 

Edit 

English Page Title: L "P" 
English Page Description: 

French Page Title: TT 
French Page description: E Arc "Pe: . ) German Page Title: Group: Region: 
German Page Description ------ 

live URL: wenterrorise.cornicar renadeelirikrtac.do?id=002&arcss54321 
1904 ------ -www.x win mmy-aw-a-M-wa-Msaa------a-wxws-a-v.MX- am-www.Mr M-w-em--awManama-ram-wwwm-Marwm-- 

S Renerator 
Country: None and/or language: | None 

1 Generate www.enerorise.com/car renaideeolinkmar.do?bid=002&arc-65432 
196 wroarrow-mow-wroxrwmos 

contry designator; display Aphaeroser: 

& General Page O country-specific Pages 

English Division Name: Computer Systems division 

nglish Division Ril; www.enterprise.com/carrental/deepinkmapdorbid=o02earc-1234s 

French, isic Name: 
------------------m-m-----------m-m-m-m-m-m-m-m-m-m-m-m-m----------------- 

French iwisior UR: 

German Division Name: 
Gerran iwisir URL: 

est 

test R. 

MultiDivisions displaying: 1-2 of 45 k Previous 20 next 20 

Reawe. 

Figure 19(c) 
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2204 22O6 

2202 Create a promotion -) 

\customer : use : - 
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2208 88:88:3388x8: s 
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abcde? o - Weeker -- 04/23/04 9998 04/23/04 99.99 

bedera O - Weekend o4/23/04 e3999. 04/23/04 esses 

defgh 001 - weekend m 04/23/04 o9999: o423, a9999. 
sfghi - seeker o423,03 e3333 Qaf23io essess 

sfahi 001 - Weekend 4234 ass99: 4,2304 ess99. 

ghis soi - Weekend (if 23f4 ess 99. o4/23/04 e'ss. 

gik is Weekend 04/23/04 3999. 04/23/04 99.99. 

hiki O)1 - Weekend 4f23io4 ess9. A234 e3999 

ka - weekend - m - - - - - 042314 e3999. 04/23/04 99.99 

klino 01 - Weekend 23f4 ess 33 (434 ess 

kinnop co1 - weekend 04/23/04 .9999: 04/23/04 - ess92 
Tino Q1 rifleekend 41234 93.99. O42304 ess992 

ope ooi - weekend 4f 232 east 04/23/04 ess; 
gears O)1 - Weeked 4f 23f4 S3S 423:04 esg99 

gets oo: weekend O423.4 esssse Gal?3,04 e999's 

posiu 0 - Weekend (f23'4 e.9999. 234 es 

stuw oil - Weekend 4,234 ess99. 4.23.04. 9999: 

sty 1 - Weeked 4234 es. 339 423,04 99.99 

Suva 00: " Weekend O4,23f4 99.99s. 04:23:04 e9999: 

displaying 2i- 40 K previous 2 next 2 > 

Figure 22 
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dalts Blackout pattes lar Twpes Content Intages surnary 

ARC (optional): Example: "A.Rc1234" 

Narthe or Job (optional): Exernple: fo4 discover Shop Center program" 

toll-free le (optional: example: 1-80-555-55ss 

channel (optional): TT 
2304 Program (optional): M 

Other (Optional): -------- 

Requester Erp. d: dev Example: "es999: 

Reporting category: Oirect Mail W. 

Countries: united states language: engfish 
I Canada French 

2310 United Kingdorn O German 
reland select At 

O Germany 
2312 

Bronch Type: G Home/city O Airport O Both Airport and Home/city 
Promotiar type: cool weekend 

O 003 start and End Range 

Ooo7 Discount After start Date 

231 4. OOO8 is count no expiration 

CD09 Restrict on Reservation Creation Date 

Ooo start Mon-Thur and End Mon-Thur (WD) 

Co must include sat, and Sun, ) 2308 

Referring urt: Addur to list 

Figure 23 
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2400a 

--- W & s 

Geers dates Blackauk dates lar types i? contane Eages advanced Suary 

Attie an Site: xn 2S, 26 
Feb 20, 20s spire on sites an 2, 2006 

Mininus in Days: 

Maximum days; 5 

First Waldpickup Date 
Enter the first date on which a rental for this promo can 
start, Generally, this is the Friday of the first weekend for 
which this deal is Walid. 

Feb 17 2006 it 
2404 Rental must begin on or after 

If rentals must begin or a certain day (i.e. Friday) or after a 
certain time (i.e. noon), enter the day and time below, 
Otherwise, skip this field 
3y of week: tine; 

date of activation on site; 
generally, this is today's date so that the promo can be 
tested upon completion of setup 

Feb 202006 

last aid Retinate 
Eater the last date or which retals for this promo car end. 
generay, this is the nonday of the last weekend for which 
this deal is waid, 

Rental must end on or before 
a certain time (i.e. roof), enter that day and time taiow. 

i otherwise, skip this field 

if rental must end on a certain day (i.e., Monday) or before 

day of week: ite: 

Date of expiration on site: 
Enter the day after the last day a rental can begin for this 
promo, 

27 goosted 2410 °' an 

otiue 2. 

24OOb 

8:::::::: &:X 
lakest dates atypes General 

type: oO3 - Start and End Range 
Priceineco Pietreakers offer 
tist. at AppBoé First Walid pickupdates Feb. 3, 2006 
Stats last Yaid retrate May 126 

Begin in crafter Feb 27, 2006, 
end on or before may, 2006 

*:::::::::::::::::::::: 
Corte 

: Active era sitei feb 27, 2006 
expire on Site Apr 23, 2008 

Minimum days: 

master days: 26 

First Walid pickup Date 
enter this first cate or which a rents for this promo can 
start. 

Feb V27 2006. 

re-r 

(Mays (2006 
- 

last Wald Return date 
Enter the last date on which rentals for this promo can end. 

Rental must begin on or after 
Generally not used for this promo type, however, if tertals 
must begin on a certain day or after a certain time enter 
the day and time below. Otherwise, skip this field 

2404 

day of week; re: 

Generally not used for this promotype, however, if rentals 
must end an a certain day or before a certair time enter 
the day and time below. Otherwise, skip this field, 

Rental must end on or before 

day of week; time 

r None Y: 

Date of activation on site: 
Generally, this is today's date so that the profino car be 
tested upon cort plation of setup, 

Date of explation on site: 
Enter the first date on which a consumer can no longer use 
this proto or enterprise.com 

24.08 Apr Y29 2006 W is 2410 
is: issues 

Figure 24(b) 
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2400c 

summary 

Type: 07 - Discount After start Date 
centrastussex college - staff discount scher the 
Custe AFFSUSC First Walidpickup late Feb 2.2006 Bagin on or after Fab 21, 2006 Active en Sitas 
Sests. A last Waid Return date definite End on of before: Expire on Site: 

inimum days: 

Maximum days: 28 

&Akwaxuwwa. accorresearcase--watern swarares wrestwarent-a-tornerienwerox 

First aidickupdate - Last valid Return date 
Enter the first date on which a rental for this promo can (no restrictions on return date 
skt, 

- O 

Feb 2 2006 
2404 Rental must begin on or after Rental must end on or before 

Generally inct used for this promp type, however, if rentals 
must begin on a certain day or after a certain time enter 
the day and time below. Otherwise, skip this field. 
day of week; time; 
ore Y: None W. 

oate of activation on site: 
no restrictions on activation date) 

i 

24.08 Date of expiration on site: 
(no restrictions on expiration date 2410 

Figure 24(c) 

Enterprise.com Administration 

update an existing Prension 

2400d 

Y ...x: xxxxx& essess -Ys ass: it 
General pates Blackoutdates at types 

2402 

co-st --- see content Inhages I Asanced ? Summary 
type 3 - Discountre expiration 
Erskine systems td - Affinity Scheme 
Cust, is F323 First Yalid Pickup Uate; indefinite Region or after Active on Sita 
Sts. A last Walid Return Date: indefinite Erdon arbefore: Expire in Site: 

Minimum Days:1 
Maximum days: 28 

First valid Pickup Date East Wadrernate ------- --- 
2404 (narestrictions a pick date) no restrictions on return date 

Rental must begin on or after 

Dete of activation on site: 
(no restrictions on activation date) 

| Retainst end on or before 

Date of expiration on site: 
(no restrictions on expiration date) 2410 

Figure 24(d) 
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Enterprise.com Administration 

US 2007/02394.94 A1 

2400e 

s . . . 

Advanced 

2402 type: 009 - Restrict on Reservation creation date 
Customer Rewards 
custa Rctc299 First Yatid pickup late: Aug 28, 2003 Begion or after Aug 28, 2003 Active or Sites 
Stats: A last Walid pickup Date: May 20, 2004 End on or before May 20, 2004 expire on Site: May 20, 2004 

minimum Days: 

Maximum days: 

First Walid pickup Date : Last validickup Date 
Enter the first date on which is rents for this promo can Enter the last date or which rentals for this promo can 
start, start, E. is: book reservations start of this date arid end within the Maximum number of 

2003 W. rental days" defined above, 

2004 st 
2404 

Rental must begin on or after 
Generally not used for this promo type, however, if rentals 
must begin on a certain day or after a certain time enter 
the day and time below, otherwise, skip this field. 

time: 

Date of activation on site: 
(no restrictions on activation date) 

Day of week; 
s W 

Rental must end on or before 
Generally not used for this promo type, however, if rentals 
must end on a certain day or before a certain time enter 
the day and time below. Otherwise, skip this field, 
Day of week; irre; 

Date of expiration on site: 

24OOf 

se: 
sates Backcstdates Captypes 

2402 
ustomer Rewards 8: s 

cast le RicT24 FM First valid pickup Date Sep.3.2004 

Type: o 10 - start Mon-Thur and End Mon-Thur (WD) 

8-8-88:::::::::8& ' '... 8 
Cotet: Advanced 

Active or Site Sep 3, 2004 Begin oner after. Sep 3, 2004 
Status. A last Waid return date May 26, 2005 Ead on or before fay 26, 2005 Espire on Sites May 26, 2005 

minimun days: -- 

Maximum Days:4 
awar Wraxw- xa m 

First Walid pickup Date 
Enter the first date on which a rentsi for this promo can 
start 

Rental must begin on or after 
Generally not used for this promo type, however, if rentals 
must begin on a certain day or after a certain time enter 
the day and time below. Otherwise, skip this field, 

2404 

day of week; ine: 

Date of activation on site: 
Gerherally, this is today's date so that the promo can be 
tested upon completion of setup, 

Sep Ys 2004 it 

last Walid Return date 
erter the last date or which rentals for this proto can end. 

i Mey 

Rental must end on or before 
Generally not used for this promo type, however, if rentals 
must end on a certain day or before a certair time enter 

: the day and time below. Otherwise, skip this field, 
day of week: time: 

ce s None s: 

Date of expiration on site: 
enter the first date on which a consumer can no longer use 
this promo on enterprise.com 

24.08 26 2005 2410 

Figure 24(f) 
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2400g 

Enterprise.com Administration 

areasio 2rcotia 
--- S- - ----- m general dates backoutdates Y carrype Y contant images advanced 

2402 type: 11 - must include sat. and Sun. (ww. 
Weekend specials - Friday to ronday, 
Week-end Specials. Wendredi-lundi 

US 2007/02394.94 A1 

cust PRWEsos First valid pickup Date; oct 19, 2005 Begin or of after: Oct 19, 2005 Active on site Sep 27, 2005 
Status. A tast Walidratan Date: . fiay 21, 2006 Endos or before May 21, 20s expire sa Sites May 16, 200s 

Minimum days: 3 
maximur days: 5 

First Walid pickup Date last Wald Returnoate 
Enter the first date on which a rental for this promo can ; Enter the tast date on which rentals for this promo can end, 
star. n Y 

Y May 2006 W. oc 9 2005. (ele Dios: 
2404 Rental must begin on or after Rental must end on or before 

Generally not used for this prong type, however, if rentals 
must begin on a certain day or after e certain time enter 
the day and time below. Otherwise, skip this field. 

Generally not used for this promo type, h 
must end on a certain day or before a certain time enter 
the day and time below. Otherwise, skip this field. 

owever, if reritas 

Day of week; ite: day of week: tire 

o W. None W. ?he W None W 

Date of activation on site: Date of expiration on site: 
Generally, this is today's date so that the promo car be enter this first date on which a censurner car no longer tiss 
tested upon completion of setup. this promo an enterprise, corn 

Figure 24(g) 

Sep 27 2005, it (May-1s 2006 it 2410 2.08 
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2500 
25O2 

Enterprise.com Administration 
as a soprenessee 

a -ss- Sgt. 
CarTypes 

Type: 01 Start Mo-Thurs When Promo End Mon-Thurs (WD) 
ust SKXOO First Walid pickup Date: 8 Jan, 2004 Begin on or after; 8 Jan. 2004 Active on Site: 8 an, 2004 

Stats: Incomplete lastalid Return. Date: 8 Jan, 204 End on or befores 8 Jan, 24 Epire on Site: 8 Jan, 2004 

2504 Add blackout dates - 
N Sier in est. Thalewola bene wolentia, quod fieri Backout)ates in This Promotion 

nor potest, potest et ille, 

Enter date Range: 

1 - Jan 8 
1 - Jan W. 8 O 

2512 2510 

Figure 25 
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inistration 
create New Promotion 

- - - ------------------ ?ceneral, ostes eackoutdates ?ca 
type: 01 Start non-thrs When Prome End on-thur's (W) 

500 First: valid pickup late 8 in ros Begin or crafter fri, P cer wer Site in 24 
Status incrapete last aid Retair cate in 24 end or or befores on toon Expire on Site, i1 Jan, 2004 

Sanada UK reland seen any 

Sienirnest malevels benevolentis, 
sest A Automatic 

Car typs fame 
2604 

N car Type sme 
Car Type Name 
Car Type lame 
Care ame 
Car Tae farths 

Manual 

car Type time 
car Type Flame 
Car Type Name 
Car Type blame 
car Type Name 
car Type FJame 2612 2610 

Cutte } 

Figure 26 

US 2007/02394.94 A1 
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2704 

Create a New Prorotion 

Gurara dates tacksutists car Types content sinnan 
Type: oo start on-thurs when Promo end Mon-thurs (wd) 
cist Fi 33XX00 first Wald Pists dates 8 Jan 2004 Besis a sy after Jr. 2004 
States incorpkte Last Yaid Ratata path & Jan 2004 essa lafate 9 ar. 204 

Active es St: 8, 20 
apart esses jar, 4 

English 
Sienim astraalevola benevolentia. 

Promotion name; Example; this is the exsrnble" 

pronentatio text 
Paragrash one: 

to be dissaadir the 
T9 c splash page 

Prernstite 
Paragraph tw 

to bar displayed in the 
i8 c spiash page 

Sienirnest missiswols benevoientia. 
terms and conditions; cliffs 

triatiss Restrictions: 

Start at Restritics: 

si 
End date Restrictions: 

Welhi Restrictions 

Age Restrictions: 

You Save essee 

French 

riotic Ne: 

30 characters corsiders best. 

Sier in estina few tile bettevole?tia, 
rt "ext cer 'ed to says rarel Oate: 

to a displayed ir the 
8 g its page 

rti Test 
Paragraph two: 

to be displayed in the 
it 3 c past pags 

signin est, maiewofa benevolentia. 
Terms and Conditions: it (...)savid - 

asdf 

irrar Messages: 

Sierint rest relewila erectertia. 
agation Restritics: 

start date Restrictions: - 

date Restricts: 

Sienirnest maleYala benevolentia, 
Yehic Restrictions: 

sienirnest ratewas benevotentia. 
age Restrictions: 

You saved Message: 
errest frnsie Waternewelert. 

assissa 
inscontinues 

8x: 

Figure 27 

US 2007/02394.94 A1 
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2800a 

Enterprise.con Administration 

?ceneral lates Blackout Dates car Types content 

type: Oof Any Day with Discount after promo start day - no expiration 
Cust SOO First Walid pickup date: 8 Jan 2004 Begin on or after: Fri, floon Active Site; 8 Jan 2004 
Status: incomplete tast aid Return Date: 1 Jan 24 End or or before Mon Noor Expire on Site: 1ian, 2004 

Associate Image: 

To associste an image to a 
specific page, click, button below, 

Figure 28(a) 
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28OOb 
Enterprise.com Administration 2 

Greate New RG6 

General dates Blackout dates car types" content 
Type: oo7. Any Day with discount after promo start day - no expiration 
Cust SSXX0 First valid pickup Date: 8 Jan, 2004 Begin on or after fri, Noon Active on Site: 8 Jan 2004 
Status: incornplete Last Walid Return date: 11 Jan, 2004 End on or before; Yorn, Nich expire or Site: 13. Jan, 2004 

sawer xxwarwewpo 

i Associate Image: 
to associate an image to a 
specific page, click, button below, 

sessexx 

Custom Images 
click or column headers to sort 

Displaying -4 of 14 Kprevious:42 next 42 > 

page state egg sing nassa is are 
ph S. 4 W en bar home Left fourway tile-sweepscat MoMenus.gif Jun 23, 2005 Jul 9, 2005 12:00 am 11:59 Pr" 
Php RSG 3W EN name of file m Jur 23, 2005 Jul 9, 205 2:00 am 11:59 pm 

PHP RSG 3W FR name of file Jun 23, 2005 Jul 9, 25 12:00 arr 59 p.m. 
op Rs (s S. Jun 23, 205 couis, 2005 i200 art ii. 99 pris 

t&c. Sg CSR Jun 23, 2005 Juls, 2005 12:00 am 11:59 

LSS GR il s Jun 23, 2005 .9.205 i2O. arm 1:59 pm 

- SS F. Jun 1, 205 u 25, 2005 i200 an is; 59 pm 

pip RSG Jun 10, 2005 Jul 25, 2005 12:00 am. 11159 pm 
- RSS EN burn to 2005 Jul 2s, 2005 i2:carry S9 prin 

&C RSS E. al file . Jun 10, 2005 Jul 25, 2005 - 12 too sm ll:59 pm 
HP S&S FR m unio, 2005 Jul 25, 2005 i2:00 am 11:59 pth 

is SS &R Jul 26, 2005 Aug 10, 2005 i2: Osm. 11:59 pm 

pH SS R Jul 26, 2005 Aug 10, 2005 12:00 arm ill 59 pm 

- SG e Jul 26, 2005 Aug 10, 2005 12:00 am 11:59 pm 

displaying l-i-4 of 14 K previous 42 next 42 > 

Figure 28(b) 
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29OO 
Enterprise.com Administration 

Greie New 

US 2007/02394.94 A1 

Type: 007 Any Day with discount after promo start day - no expiration 
Cust as: SSXX000 first valid pickup date 8 Jan, 2004 Begin on or after fri, moon Actives on site: s Jan 2004 
Status: irot plate Last Walid Return data: 1. at 2004 End on or before: Mon, Noon Expire of Site 11 Jan, 24 

Associate age 

Page Attributes 
please select Page. 

Page: Select page y Created 
Please select country. By: bate: 

Country: Select y ry: Select country X- last modified 

Image Activation Dateftime 
peasa verify accuracy of Activation datestirns, 

By: date 

start Date: Jun Y. 26 2005 it End Date: June 2s 2008 wit 

Image Parameters 

Sorce 

Please enter a valid If the File ame. 
fe Name: L 

(e.g. banLSG4Sweeps corp MoMEmaillen US.gif) 
please salect Placement. 

Placement: select placernert w 
- - - - - - - ... . . . . . . . . . 

Please select Description, 
description: Select description 

Image links) 
Please enter destination URL for all positions, 

destination : 

No URL. needed for this position 

Alt. Attribute: 

Position: 4 

link Associations 

esitat 

Figure 29 
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Enterprise.con Administration 

?ceneral dates Y sickout dates 
Type: oO7 Any day with discount after promo start day - no expiration 
cust as ss-XO to First wait pickup date 8 Jan 2004 Begin or or after Fri, noon Active on site: 8 Jan 2004 
Status: Incompete last Walid Return date: 1...an. 234 End or or before: mon, moon Expire on Sites 1 Jan 2004 

re- -na- WW-mor- 3010 

! Display tel. number on Oon Coff. Navigation Bar Con O off 
3004 Contacts page I-1 

Provides the option to display or not display the 
Provides the option to display a custon, country navigation bar, Applies as well to the footer links 
specific telephone number and label 

NJ (multiple anguages), or the Contact us pages. 
US I Canada UK Ireland Germany 
Phore Number label Telephone Number 
t Error massage aer here. 

- - - - - 8 English 

-Mail Marketing Con C off |- 
Provides the option to display or not display 
e-mairarketing radio buttons or the renter 
information page. rnai, 24 characters 

inci dashes spaces 
Error message goes here, 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

max, 30 character 

3014 www... x-a-...-w-s. . . .2 inax. 36 characters 
t error message goes hera. 

one-off romotion O On Coff 
Provides the option to make this promotion a 
one-off.Net term days are the number of days, 
usually 30, 60, or 90, after the eMail is sent for 
which this one-off promotion is yalid, 

Pease enter net terrn days for the one-off 

German, 
hah. 30 characters 

3006 Quick links Con O off 

N Provides the option to display or not display 
quick links on the horne page, 

3008 Field and label On () off 

Net term days 

N This is a required field 
Allows the user to include a custom field and 
label (for PO Numbers or other data), and the 
ability to indicate whether the field will consist of 
a textbox or a dropdown list of the renter 
information page, s: 
label Text: Please enter text for the label, 

English 
3. 

Please enter text for the label. 
French 

Please enter at for the labal, 
Gerns 

gy Text Box Entry 
dropdown list 
Please enter an iterr to add to the list, 

inter Iker 

i.e. 
Move pov 

novel 3O22 3020 

Figure 30 
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31OO 

Enterprise.com Administration 2 
7 --- * Update an existing Pronotion . . . . . . . . . 31 O2 

y Y. W r 
General sts Blackout Dates car types content images Advanced ? summary 

Type: oo - Weekend 
otheriend Angebot 

Germary Weekend Promotion 

Pitt URL m Prest status 
http:A ww.enterprise. Eartificar rentatfeepiirkm3p.dobidso? Essex. Compete 

-3110 
General dist date 

3104 - am-- a m- - m n - - - date 

N fistorer f: Eys First Walid pickup date: 24 Junos 
AR last Walid return date: 24 Jun, 8 
name ob if: Rental must begin or or after: Friday 
ot-free ental must end or or before: Monday 
Requester: es Active of site: 22 Jur, 4. 
Reportin Category: ther expires of site: il Jul 06 
Certies: United States Gertrar nini unt days: 2 
languages: English, French, Gerstar raitum days: 3. 
Branch Types: HomeCity v. --------- - - --- -- 3.118 

Created By: e3890 e 
Created date: a 25, 25 Crypes . . . . . . . edit car types 
last Modified B: e389p BS A. k 
last Modified date: Jul 22, 2005 

Aut At st Auto Aust 
SEs g s: Spy S. 
Sp s SP Sp sp 
SP sp SIs Sp Sp 
sp Sis sts Soae s 
s spa issa Sp s 
Spa Sis SEP is Sp 

Promotype: Sis Sis SP Sp Sir 
- heeled sk Sss sp se s 

St. S. Sea S. Sis 
Referring Rs: Sps sis Sps Sip s 

... ,-,-,-,-,-,--------------- s: sis Sp Sisy se 
so SE Sisy 

3112 se se Sri 
Blackout Dates 3. SI SP 
-- ---- - --- - - - - - - --------- s tasual Sah 

m-m-m-vu-a-vi-V. v.--mumvvvmmu saw m ---, ilarus Si Mankal 

Sisy sfs Sis 
Side so SP 
S. Sp S. 
s SI So 
Sis Sp SI& 
Spi SP s 
s SR s 
SP Sii Spi 
SP SP SA 
so Sp Se: 
s s Sp 
so Sts SI - 
Sos Sis SI 
se s 
8. s 

Figure 31(a) 
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312O 

content 
se 

Prototic Nate 

Promotional text: 

terms and Conditions: 

location Restricts: 

start date restriction: 

End date restriction: 

Wehicle restriction: 

Age restriction: 

You saved message: 

English 
Prett Ne: 

Priorates: 

terms and conditions: 

location Restrictions: 

Start date restriction: 

end date restriction: 

felice restritics: 

edit content 

focheherd Angebok 
Super sists, riedrie Preise gerade rechtzeitigar echenende. 

wielen Dark dass Sie sich for Enterprise eneschieden haber. Sighter Sie dieses 
Wochenenie Werfeisen oder brauchen Sie eitfach ein grBeres Auto, wei die Werwandtschaft 
zueesuch ist kicken Sie afia, turn mit denbuchen eines superniedrigen 
Wochenedigresses far eine liezes won fahrzeugen usiy Kornbis und 7-Sitzern 
fortzfahren. Beitrifen ab 999 - pre Tagist jetzt genau der richtige 2eitpunkt, ein 
Fahrzeugz Tieter. 

Argebot far mindestershochstests 3 tage giltig worn Freitag 2.09 Uhr bis Montag 3-do Jr. 
bertagespreis wersteht sich ink. 2SOkan protag, PAwSt., Haftpflightyersicherung undeiner 
aftungsbeschrisnikusag it 3.0, - Selbstbeteiligurg. Auf Wirschkann die Selbstbeteiligung 
eger Aufareis reduziere werden. Fahrzeugkategorier and erfgbarket der fahrzeuge 

könner sic, je nach Fitiae interscheiden und sind richt grantiert. We?tere Informationen und 
sushriche Geschäftsbedingtingen eraster Sis in unsert in Flislen, site wender Sie sich mit 
fragen at eine Enterprise filiate in ihrer she. 
Nine 

re 

e 

are 

se 

cere 

terrrry tee:end Prostasier 
Great Cars. low Rates. tist intine for the weekend. 

thank fog for choosing Enterprise. Maybe you're going on strip this weekend, or just need a 
larger car while for family is in town for a wisit. Click S to continue booking at a super 
ow weekend rete an a great Yariety of gas, wagons and seven-seaters ith rates starting 
from 999 per day, row is the perfect time to rent. 
Giffer sysis be for at eastmost 3 days, walid from 2. Pfrissy intil 8.30 am Monday. 
Daily price includes 25 km per day, sales tax, liability insurance and initation of liability with 
3000.00 deducible. This deducible can be reduced for an additional chsrge upon request. 
Wehicle categories and awaiiability way from office to office, and are not guaranteed. Further 
informatian ared the ful arms and canditions are availabia froin our offices. Please coatatt 
your local Enterprise office if you hewe further questions. 
fe 

fe 

se 

acts 

Figure 31(b) 
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3100 
3126 3128 - 

S Custom Images adit custon image: Advanced adit advanced 
one Pages United States S&s s display te a on contacts pages on 

RSg En quick irks; or 
SS f 
RS R nawigation Bar gn 

S. g e-Mail Marketing: o 

RSG girl 

United kingdon LSG Custern Field and labels or 

RSS re-off promotion: of 
Si R 

SS f 

SS SR 

RSG GP 

TB page: sited States Sis e 

RSG 

LSks FR. 

RS R 

SS g 

RSG 3. 

gaits Kingdom Sg e 

RSG 

SG R 

scs k 

S3 Sk 
Sg sR 3138 3136 3134 3132 

Duplicate...save for edit uplicate... 

Figure 31(c) 
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-so : Enterprise.corn Administration 
E. 

type: Oio start Mon-thur's When Promo end Mon-thurs (WD) 
s: SSXX000 first valid Pickup date: 8 Jan, 2004 Begin or or after: Fri. Noor Active on Site: 8 Jan, 2.04 

Status: Active last aid Return dates lian, 2004 End on or before: Mor, Moon Espire on Ste: ilar 24 

You may create up to 20 duplicate promotions at a time by entering the customer numbers for esch promotian. This rast of the 
information for the promotion will be the same as the promotior you are duplicating, 

Only fill out as many text fields for as many promotions you naed created, 

Carst duplicate 
the custorner numbers highlighted below are already live or the site and ear not be overwriter. In order to cornplete the duplicate 
funtid you frust rerous the custorer nurnbers from this fort. 

32O2 Cistriner f: Live or site ii. Custorer Live on site 
- S- 2, Cuskerner 8 2. Cusker it 

3, Customer : 3. Custons it: 

------- 
4, Custormer 4. Custorter it: Live or sits 

3, Custorter : 5, ster ; 

tive on site 8. Custons F 

17. customere: 
1, custainer : 

9, storf ; i. 

20, Customer 3204 
32O6 

Figure 32 
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overview reports log out 

3300 Promotion duplicated 
the promotion with customer fooxx000 (view promotion summary) has been duplicated into 20 new promotions with a status of 
active. 

view ist of new pronotions 
create new duplicates of promotion QXC 

Create a promotion 

customer a 
Promotions snapshot (12.345 tota) 
tive site: 3,234 
Inactive promotions 434 

Inactive promotions (434 total) 
Click ick on coun? headers to sort displaying 21-4C K previous 20 next 20 X. 

6ldo oil - Weekend 4,23,04 ses 99. 4234 ess9. 

axxief 1 - Weekend 4234 e.9999. 04/23704 e9999: 

Ecseg 1 - Weekerd O4,234 eggs 0423f4 essess 

ceigh oi - weekend 4234 as 999. o 4,23f4 ass99. 

gefahi ool - weekend O423f4 sess 3f23f4 e3999. 

efghi poll - weekend 4f23,04 99.992 4,23:04 esses 

fahis OOil - Weekerd 3f23.4 99992 (4.23.4 e SSS3 

ik 001 - weekend O423fo4 ess992 04/23/04 9999: 
iik O - weekend o 423,04 99.99 O4.23f4 99. 

kina 001 - Weekend 04/23:04 99.99 04/23/04 cessss 
ising Oil - Weekend o4A23f4 ess99 4.23/04 ess9s 

kino oil - Weakerd 42304 e.9999: c4/23/04 e.9999. 
lmogg 1 s Weakend 42304 e 9999 o4A23/04 ess9. 

Ox 001 weekend 04/23/04 99.9 4,23,04 ess9. 
OS Oil - Weekerd o423:04 e.9999 42304 esss 

Oggest ool weekend 04/23/04 ess 93. 42304 e.99992 
ggs oil - Weekend o4.23.04 e.g.999 423.4 ess9. 

gstry oo1 - weekend o4/23/04 99.99. 04/23/04 ess99. 
SLA 1 - Weekere 4234 ess99. O4,23fo4 ess99. 

sty's or Weekend 04/23/04 ess99. 423o4 e.9999: 

Figure 33 

displaying 21-4 a revious 3 text 2 2 
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2200 
- overview reports log cut Enterprise.com Administration 

L Promotions Overview 

3400 Promotion activated 

U The promotion with customer Ooxx000 (wiew promotion summary) has bear activated, 
the promotion URL is: 
http:www, rateriss, corricaranadaeair, miss.aspbida Q2&custers rs98arcEwhew2f 

Search 

Customer #: Smm-m-m-m- 
Create a promotion Promotions snapshot (12,345 total) 
Customer 5: liwe car site 3,234 

ractive promotions: 434 

Inactive promotions (434 total 
clic or curren seases to start. displaying 2* s previous 2 rext 2 - 

7601 (1 - Weekend o4123,04 essss 4,23fo4 asses 

age 01 - Weakend 4f 234 eS939 4f 234 ess 99. 

deg Oil - Weekend 04/23:04 ess ss. 41234 essss 

defah 001 - weekend 04/23/04 e9999: of 234 e5999 
gefigh GO a Weekend o4/23/04 ess 99. 4723O4 ess99. 

efighi ool - weekend -- - - - - - - o4/23/04 e.9999. O4f23:4 9999. 

gths 01 - Weekend 4, 23.04. es999: 04/23/04 - ess99. 

ghik ool - weekend m --m- - - - - - Wu- 04/23/04 ess 99. o4/23/04 - e9999: 

hikin - weekend --W - m 04/23/04 99.99. O4.23.4 9999: 

k O - Weed 423f4 99.99 O4,23.4 e.9999: 

kano - Weeken 423.04. ess99 04?234 eggs 

king JO - Weekend 423:04 ess99: 423 a ess 

r oil - Afekend 423:04 9998 o4a3fog 3399 

Oil - Weaked O423:04 es 4.23f4 9. 

OS 1 - Weekend 4,23.4 ess see 4t2304 esses 

gears - Weekend 04.23.04 essss 4,23:04 m essess - 

sts Weekend 4,23,04 assss 4,234 s3999 

sury Q0. - Weeker f:3.4 3 o:f34 999 

stuww. O) - Weekend 423:04 99.882 4234 S999 

syw. (Oi - Weekend 04/23/04 e.9999: 04/23/04 e9999: 

displaying 21-4 < previous 2C next 2 > 

Figure 34 
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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR PROVIDING AND 
ADMINISTERING ONLINE RENTAL VEHICLE 

RESERVATION BOOKING SERVICES 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED PATENT 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. The following pending patent applications are 
related to this disclosure: U.S. patent application Ser. No. 
11/039,203, filed Jan. 20, 2005, entitled “Method and Appa 
ratus for Improved Customer Direct On-Line Reservation of 
Rental Vehicles”, U.S. patent application Ser. No. 10/505, 
685, filed Aug. 25, 2004, entitled “Method and Apparatus for 
Customer Direct On-Line Reservation of Rental Vehicles 
Including Deep-Linking, PCT patent application PCT/ 
US03/18553, filed Jun. 13, 2003, entitled “Method and 
Apparatus for Customer Direct On-Line Reservation of 
Rental Vehicles Including Deep-Linking, and U.S. patent 
application Ser. No. 10/172,481, filed Jun. 14, 2002, entitled 
“Method and Apparatus for Customer Direct On-Line Res 
ervation of Rental Vehicles', the entire disclosures of all of 
which are incorporated herein by reference. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0002 This invention generally relates to the field of 
providing and administering a website that allows users to 
book rental vehicle reservations online. 

BACKGROUND AND SUMMARY OF THE 
INVENTION 

0003 Internet technology has transformed the manner in 
which rental vehicle service providers do business with their 
customers. However, due to the impersonal nature of the 
Internet, a need exists in the art for rental vehicle service 
providers to increasingly personalize and streamline their 
reservation booking websites to meet customers varied 
needs and desires. 

0004 Toward this end, the commonly-owned related 
patent applications referenced above disclosed a variety of 
deep-linking techniques through which users can directly 
jump into a reservation booking website while bypassing 
some form of data entry for a reservation. The present 
invention builds upon these deep-linking concepts to pro 
vide a deep-linking experience that is highly personalized to 
individual customers. 

0005 With these deep-links, some characteristic of a 
rental vehicle reservation is pre-selected. The pre-selected 
characteristic(s) for the deep-linked reservation can be any 
aspect of the rental vehicle reservation that a user would 
typically need to provide to the rental vehicle service 
provider to book and/or open a booked rental vehicle 
reservation. Examples of Such reservation characteristics 
include any of the following, either singly or in combination 
with one or more other characteristics: a pick-up location (or 
range of eligible pick-up locations selected from all possible 
pick-up locations) for the reservation, a drop-off location (or 
range of eligible drop-off locations selected from all possible 
drop-off locations) for the reservation, a starting date (or 
range of eligible starting dates selected from all possible 
starting dates) for the reservation, an ending date (or range 
of eligible ending dates selected from all possible ending 
dates) for the reservation, a vehicle type (or range of eligible 
vehicle types selected from all possible vehicle types) for the 
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reservation, a rate for the reservation (or range of eligible 
rates depending upon other reservation characteristics 
selected by the user), a collision/damage protection product 
(or range of eligible collision/damage protection products 
selected from all possible protection products—e.g., colli 
sion and damage waivers, damage waivers, personal acci 
dent insurance, Supplemental liability protection, personal 
effects coverage, etc.), and an ancillary vehicle product (or 
range of eligible ancillary vehicle products selected from all 
possible ancillary vehicle products) for the reservation (e.g., 
a car seat, ski rack, etc.), a customer profile with which the 
reservation is to be associated, and the like. It should be 
noted that this pre-selection can include a restriction of 
options for a given reservation characteristic from a wider 
range of options for that characteristic (e.g., the pre-selection 
comprising a restriction on the branch location for a reser 
Vation from all possible branch locations to a lesser range of 
branch locations such as only branch locations in the St. 
Louis metropolitan area). 
0006. According to one aspect of the present invention, a 
customer for which the website maintains a customer profile 
may be an entity Such as a business entity (e.g. corporation 
or other business organization) or governmental entity (e.g., 
state government, county government, city/municipal gov 
ernment, governmental agency, etc.). That entity may com 
prise numerous units, each with its own unique rental 
vehicle needs. The term "division' will be used herein to 
refer to such separately classifiable rental vehicle needs of 
the customer entity. For example, XYZ Corporation may 
have a sales division located in Los Angeles, a corporate 
headquarters division located in St. Louis, and a research 
and development division located in Boston. Through the 
present invention, division-specific deep-links can be set up 
for these divisions by defining the pre-selected reservation 
characteristic(s) for each division and storing these charac 
teristics in a customer profile for the pertinent entity. How 
ever, it should be noted that these divisions need not be 
discrete physically or logically separate units of a business 
entity as in the example above. For example, a single unit of 
a business entity may have separately classifiable rental 
needs in terms of different locations where a recurring need 
for a rental vehicle reservations exist, different vehicle types 
for which there is a recurring reservation need, etc. 
0007 Through one aspect of the present invention, the 
different division-specific deep-links for a customer entity 
can be grouped together for inclusion on one or more 
multiple deep-link pages. Uniform resource locator(s) 
(URLs) for the multiple deep-link page(s) can then be 
provided to the customer entity to streamline and personal 
ize the customer's ability to book rental vehicle reservations 
through the rental vehicle service provider's website. A 
plurality of multiple deep-link pages that are customized to 
a customer profile’s multiple divisions can also be nested 
together such that a link on one multiple deep-link page 
serves as a link to another multiple deep-link page. 
0008. When a multiple deep-link page is displayed on a 
user computer, the user can then select one of the listed 
deep-links to advance to a deep-linked page of the website, 
thereby streamlining the user's path through the website. A 
“deep-linked page' is a page on which the user lands after 
selecting a deep-link. The deep-linked page is an interme 
diate page of the website that the user would normally have 
to reach after providing some form of input starting from the 
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website's home page (e.g., a "Choose Vehicle Type' page 
that would normally be reached after user entry on the home 
page of location data and temporal data for a reservation). A 
“deep-link page' is a page having a user-selectable deep 
link displayed thereon. A "multiple deep-link page' is a page 
having a plurality of user-selectable deep-links displayed 
thereon. In instances where one of the deep-links on a 
multiple deep-link page is a deep-link to another multiple 
deep-link page, the another multiple deep-link page also 
serves as a deep-linked page. 
0009. According to another aspect of the invention, dis 
closed herein is an administrative tool for use by an admin 
istrator of the rental vehicle reservation booking website to 
efficiently control the deep-links supported by the website 
for a plurality of specialized rental vehicle reservations. A 
rental vehicle reservation that is created through this deep 
linking process can be thought of as a “specialized’ rental 
vehicle reservation in that one or more characteristics of the 
rental vehicle reservation has been defined in advance. This 
stands in contrast to conventional rental vehicle reservations 
that would be created by a general visitor to the website who 
creates a rental vehicle reservation from scratch. Specialized 
rental vehicle reservations whose characteristics can be 
administratively controlled by the present invention include 
the customer profile division reservations discussed above as 
well as promotional offer rental vehicle reservations. 
Through this administrative tool, an administrator can 
access a plurality of graphical user interfaces (GUIs) 
through which the administrator can define specified char 
acteristics of the specialized reservations and store the 
defined reservation characteristics in a profiles for the spe 
cialized rental vehicle reservations. The administrative tool 
can also allow the administrator to define uniform resource 
locators (URLs) for deep-links associated with these spe 
cialized rental vehicle reservations, and define customized 
content to be displayed on the deep-linked pages corre 
sponding to the specialized reservation's deep-links. Upon 
user selection of these deep-links URLs, the user's reserva 
tion can be automatically populated with the pre-selected 
characteristics stored in the specialized reservation profile 
corresponding to that deep-link. 

0010 Through these GUIs, the pre-selected reservation 
characteristics (or the ranges therefor) can be positively 
defined or negatively defined. For example, to positively 
define that Branch Location A is to be used as the pick-up 
location for a particular deep-linked reservation, an admin 
istrator can positively define Branch Location A as a pre 
selected characteristic by selecting Branch Location A, or an 
administrator can negatively define Branch Location A as a 
pre-selected characteristic by excluding all branch locations 
other than Branch Location A from the pre-selected charac 
teristic. While it is generally preferred that positive defini 
tions of pre-selected characteristics be used for reasons of 
data keying convenience, in Some instances a negative 
definition may be more convenient. 
0011 Thus, via this administrative tool, a rental vehicle 
service provider can create a customized website experience 
for its customers in a fraction of the time it would have 
previously taken to provide customers with Such an expe 
rience. Furthermore, because of the user-friendly nature of 
the administrative GUIs, the administrator need not be 
highly knowledgeable with respect to Software coding or 
Internet website design, thereby opening up the role of 
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administrator to a variety of people who can then efficiently 
serve requests from customers regarding how to personalize 
those customers’ experiences with the website. 
0012. These and other features and advantages of the 
present invention will be apparent to those having ordinary 
skill in the art upon review of the teachings in the following 
description and drawings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0013 FIG. 1 illustrates an exemplary system architecture 
for a preferred embodiment of the present invention; 
0014 FIG. 2 illustrates a preferred deep-linking concept 
employed by a preferred embodiment of the present inven 
tion; 

0015 FIG. 3 is a flowchart illustrating processing flow 
from a multi-division page; 
0016 FIG. 4 depicts an exemplary multi-division page: 
0017 FIG. 5 depicts an exemplary deep-linked page 
reached after selection of a deep-link on the multi-division 
page of FIG. 4; 

0018 FIG. 6 depicts another exemplary multi-division 
page. 

0019 FIG. 7 depicts an exemplary deep-linked page 
reached after selection of a deep-link on the multi-division 
page of FIG. 6; 

0020 FIG. 8 depicts yet another exemplary multi-divi 
Sion page; 

0021 FIG. 9 is an exemplary high level flow diagram for 
the process of creating and administering customer profile 
based deep-links and multi-division pages; 

0022 FIG. 10 is an exemplary GUI page providing an 
administrator with an overview of existing customer profile 
divisions; 

0023 FIGS. 11(a) and (b) depict an exemplary GUI page 
for Summarizing the administrative settings for a customer 
profile division; 

0024 FIGS. 12(a)-(c) depict an exemplary GUI page for 
administrative control of various general settings for a 
customer profile division; 
0025 FIG. 13 depicts an exemplary GUI page for admin 
istrative control of various vehicle type settings for a cus 
tomer profile division; 

0026 FIGS. 14(a)-(c) depict an exemplary GUI page for 
administrative control of various optional content settings 
for a customer profile division; 

0027 FIGS. 15(a), 15(b) and 16 depict exemplary GUI 
pages for administrative control of various image settings 
for a customer profile division; 
0028 FIG. 17 is an exemplary high level flow diagram 
for the process of creating and administering a multi 
division page for a customer profile; 

0029 FIGS. 18(a) and (b) depict exemplary multi-divi 
sion page creation overview GUI pages; 
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0030 FIGS. 19(a)-(c) depict exemplary GUI pages for 
administrative control of a customer profile multi-division 
page. 

0031 FIG. 20 depicts an exemplary GUI page displayed 
after an administrator has activated a multi-division page; 
0032 FIG. 21 is an exemplary high level flow diagram 
for the process of creating and administering promotional 
offer deep-links and multi-offer pages; 
0033 FIG. 22 is an exemplary GUI page providing an 
administrator with an overview of existing promotional 
offers; 
0034 FIG. 23 depicts an exemplary GUI page for admin 
istrative control of various general settings for a promotional 
offer; 
0035 FIGS. 24(a)-(g) depict exemplary GUI pages for 
administrative control of various date settings for different 
promotional offer types; 
0.036 FIG. 25 depicts an exemplary GUI page for admin 
istrative control of various blackout date settings for a 
promotional offer; 
0037 FIG. 26 depicts an exemplary GUI page for admin 
istrative control of various vehicle type settings for a pro 
motional offer; 
0038 FIG. 27 depicts an exemplary GUI page for admin 
istrative control of various message content settings for a 
promotional offer; 
0039 FIGS. 28(a), 28(b) and 29 depict exemplary GUI 
pages for administrative control of various image settings 
for a promotional offer; 
0040 FIG. 30 depicts an exemplary GUI page for admin 
istrative control of various other settings for a promotional 
offer; 
0041 FIGS. 31(a)-(c) depict an exemplary GUI page for 
Summarizing the administrative settings for a promotional 
offer; 
0.042 FIG. 32 depicts an exemplary GUI page for creat 
ing duplicate promotional offers; 
0.043 FIGS. 33 and 34 depict exemplary promotional 
offer overview pages following duplication and activation 
respectively; 

0044 FIGS. 35(a) and (b) depict exemplary multi-offer 
page creation overview GUI pages; 
0045 FIGS. 36(a)-(c) depict exemplary GUI pages for 
administrative control of a multi-offer page; 
0046 FIG. 37 depicts an exemplary GUI page displayed 
after an administrator has activated a multi-offer page; 
0047 FIGS. 38 and 39 depict exemplary multi-offer 
pages; and 
0.048 FIG. 40 depicts an exemplary home page that has 
been customized for a customer through a customer profile. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

0049 FIG. 1 illustrates a preferred system architecture 
for the present invention. A plurality of user computers 110 
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connected to a network 104 (Such as the Internet) and using 
web browsing software can access a rental vehicle reserva 
tion booking website hosted by automated reservation trans 
action processing system 150. System 150 can be any 
computer that is network connectable. Preferably, the system 
150 comprises an application server 100 (or application 
servers for redundancy purposes) a web server (or servers) 
102, and memory units such as a customer/promotional 
database 108 and a business database 106. The application 
server 100 (1) interacts with the user computers via web 
server(s) 102 to obtain reservation data therefrom, (2) inter 
acts with business database 106 via a connector interface 
Such as Tuxedo, and (3) interacts with a customer/promo 
tional database 108 via a connector interface such as JBDC. 
Business database 106 preferably stores all of the data 
pertaining to the rental vehicle service provider's branch 
locations, vehicle inventories, pricing, etc. Customer/pro 
motional database 108 preferably stores the profiles of any 
registered customers (including the profiles of any customer 
entities such as corporations, etc.), and data relating to any 
rental promotions being offered by the vehicle service 
provider. However, it should be noted that the data stored in 
database 106 and 108 can be consolidated into a single 
database, or further segmented into multiple other databases. 
0050. An administrator computer 112 is preferably in 
communication with the customer/promotional database 108 
to provide an authorized administrator with control over the 
content of database 108, thereby providing the administrator 
with control over the promotional offers available through 
the reservation booking website and control over how users 
associated with a customer account experience the reserva 
tion booking website. Additional details regarding this 
administrative control will be described hereinafter. 

0051. The reservation booking website hosted by system 
150 preferably provides a plurality of user-interactive pages 
for display on the user computers. These pages preferably 
interact with users of the user computers to obtain user input 
regarding a plurality of rental vehicle reservation character 
istics (e.g., the location where the rental vehicle correspond 
ing to the rental vehicle reservation is to be picked up, 
temporal information (e.g., starting/ending dates) for the 
reservation, the vehicle type (e.g., compact car, full-size car, 
etc.) for the reservation, renter information (e.g., name, 
address, etc.), etc.). Preferably, the website will provide a 
plurality of “paths’ through which users can create reser 
vations. As used herein, “path” refers to the sequence of 
pages accessed by the user as he/she interacts with the 
website to create a rental vehicle reservation. For example, 
one path would be for the user to (1) first access a home page 
of the website, (2) in response to user Submission of location 
and temporal information for the reservation through the 
home page, next access a page that requests the user to select 
a vehicle type for the reservation, (3) in response to user 
Submission of a vehicle type for the reservation, next access 
a page that requests the user to enter renter information, (4) 
in response to user Submission of the requested renter 
information, next access a page that requests the user to 
verify the submitted reservation characteristics to thereby 
book a reservation in accordance with those characteristics, 
and (5) in response to user Submission of the requested 
verification, next access a page that confirms the booked 
reservation. Another path through the website would be for 
the user to skip step (3) by accessing a stored customer 
profile from which the user's renter information can be 
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automatically loaded. Any of a variety of other paths through 
the website can be envisioned by those having ordinary skill 
in the art following the teachings herein. 
0.052 Commonly-owned pending U.S. patent application 
Ser. Nos. 11/039,203 (filed Jan. 20, 2005 and entitled 
“Method and Apparatus for Improved Customer Direct 
On-Line Reservation of Rental Vehicles'), 10/505,685 (filed 
Aug. 25, 2004 and entitled “Method and Apparatus for 
Customer Direct On-Line Reservation of Rental Vehicles 
Including Deep-Linking'), and 10/172,481 (filed Jun. 14, 
2002 and entitled “Method and Apparatus for Customer 
Direct On-Line Reservation of Rental Vehicles'), the entire 
disclosures of each of which are incorporated herein by 
reference, disclose how Such a website can be implemented, 
including disclosing the various exemplary pages and paths 
through a rental vehicle reservation booking website. 
Among the pages described in these pending patent appli 
cations for use in the website of the present invention 
include a Home (H) page, a Choose Vehicle Type (CV) page, 
a Choose Location (CL) page, a Renter Information (RI) 
page, a Verify (V) page, and others. 

0053 To streamline a user's path through the website, the 
Ser. Nos. 11/039,203, 10/505,685, and 10/172,481 patent 
applications describe a deep-linking concept that allows 
users to directly access a page of the website that would 
normally be reached after the user has accessed previous 
website pages to Submit at least one other reservation 
characteristic. FIG. 2 illustrates this concept. 
0054 FIG. 2 also illustrates an exemplary navigational 
structure for a reservation booking website. In the example 
of FIG. 2, the different types of data needed from the user to 
successfully book a rental vehicle reservation are: (1) tem 
poral data (T)—such as the starting and ending dates for the 
reservation, (2) location data (L)—such as an identification 
of the particular branch of the rental car company from 
which the user seeks a rental vehicle, and (3) vehicle data 
(V) —such as the type of vehicle the user wants to rent 
(economy, midsize, luxury, etc.). The user can Submit values 
for these data types to the website via various paths. Each 
box 200, 202, and 204 in FIG. 2 represents a page of the 
website, and the text within each box represents the data 
types for which the page requests data values from the user. 
Each arrow indicates a Submission of data by the user, and 
the text adjacent each arrow represents the type(s) of data 
being submitted. It should be noted that the variety of paths 
shown in FIG. 2 is exemplary only—a practitioner of the 
present invention can choose to implement more or fewer 
paths in a website based on the practitioner's desires. For 
example, a practitioner of the present invention may wish to 
add renter information to the types of necessary data to 
complete a rental vehicle reservation. 

0.055 When entering the website in a conventional fash 
ion through the website's home page (H) 200, the user, 
depending on his/her desires, can either Submit all data 
values for all necessary data types to the website via a single 
data exchange (see the path with the arrow labeled TLV), 
two data exchanges (see the paths labeled with the TL/TV/ 
LV arrows), or in single-step fashion via three data 
exchanges. In instances where the user does not Submit all 
necessary data types from the home page, one or more 
intermediate pages 202 are displayed for the user to submit 
remaining reservation data. Once the website has received 
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all necessary data from the user, a verify page (V) 204 is 
presented from which the user can review his/her data 
entries and thereafter book the reservation if all is accurate. 

0056 FIG. 2 illustrates the “deep-linking” concept by 
showing how a user can jump to an intermediate page 202 
(or even a verify page 204) through selection of a deep-link. 
Upon selection of a deep-link, the user is dropped into the 
website at a stage of the reservation booking process com 
mensurate with the conditions of that deep-link. Each deep 
link is associated with at least one pre-selected reservation 
characteristic such that the user's reservation will be auto 
matically loaded with that at least one characteristic upon 
selection of the deep-link. Because of this automatic loading 
of the pre-selected reservation characteristic, the user can 
bypass at least one data entry task of the website. FIG. 2 
provides two examples of deep-links, one associated with 
promotional offers and the other associated with customer 
profiles. 

0057. A rental vehicle service provider at any given time 
may be offering a variety of “promotional offers”. Such 
offers typically have a limited duration and may include a 
reduced rate for a rental vehicle reservation with a particular 
vehicle type, at a particular location, and/or during a par 
ticular time period. Thus, the promotional offer will have at 
least one pre-selected reservation characteristic. A deep-link 
can then be created that is a URL to an intermediate page of 
the website wherein the promotional offer's pre-selected 
characteristic(s) has already been set for the reservation. For 
example, FIG. 2 depicts a promotional offer with the fol 
lowing pre-selected characteristics: the location is the LAX 
branch of the rental vehicle service provider and the time 
period is a date range (such as a specified weekend). The 
promotional offer is not restricted by vehicle type. This 
promotional offer has a deep-link associated therewith, 
which is a URL for a page of the website that the user would 
reach when location and time have been chosen but a vehicle 
type still needs to be chosen. Upon user selection of this 
deep-link (e.g., by the user typing the URL into a browser or 
by selecting a link embedded into a page Such as a page on 
which the deep-link was placed as an advertisement), the 
user is dropped into the website at a Choose Vehicle page, 
as shown in FIG. 2. 

0058. A repeat customer for which the website maintains 
a customer profile will often have predictable rental vehicle 
needs. In fact, repeat customers that are entities such as 
businesses, governmental entities or other organizations 
may have a range of recurring separately classifiable rental 
vehicle needs. As noted above, these different rental vehicle 
needs will be referred to herein as “divisions”. For example, 
Company Y located in Neighborhood A of St. Louis may 
have a recurring need to rent vehicles in St. Louis. Such a 
division can be characterized with the following reservation 
characteristics: (1) the location being Branch X of the rental 
vehicle service provider (wherein Branch X is the branch 
location of the rental vehicle service provider that is located 
closest to Company Y), and (2) the vehicle type being a full 
size (which is the type of vehicle that Company Yprefers for 
its employees). This division can have a deep-link associated 
therewith, which is a URL for a page of the website that the 
user would reach when that location and vehicle type have 
been chosen but start/end dates still need to be chosen. Upon 
user selection of this deep-link (e.g., by the user typing the 
URL into a browser or by selecting a link embedded into a 
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page Such as a page on Company Y’s intranet site), the user 
is dropped into the website at a Choose Time page, as shown 
in FIG. 2. 

0059 Thus, the deep-linking concept of the present 
invention allows users to streamline the reservation creation 
process by alleviating users from Submitting one or more 
reservation characteristics. 

0060. In one embodiment of the present invention, this 
deep-linking concept is applied to a customer having mul 
tiple divisions. A deep-link is created for each of the 
customer's divisions, and multi-division pages are created 
for users to access through the customer profile. Through 
Such a multi-division page, users associated with the cus 
tomer profile can quickly select which division is appropri 
ate to their rental vehicle needs and then streamline the 
reservation creation process for filling that need by selecting 
the deep-link corresponding to that division. FIG. 3 depicts 
a flowchart for this methodology. 
0061. At step 300, the website recognizes a user com 
puter as requesting access to a customer profile's multi 
division page. This recognition can occur in any of a variety 
of ways. For example, the user can type the URL for the 
multi-division page into the user computer's browser. 
Through coding of the URL as described in the incorporated 
Ser. Nos. 11/039,203 and 10/505,685 patent applications, the 
website will recognize the applicable customer profile, the 
applicable pre-selected reservation characteristic(s), and the 
appropriate deep-linked page to be displayed on the user 
computer. The rental vehicle service provider can also 
provide this URL to the customer, who in turn can include 
that URL as a selectable deep-link into the reservation 
booking website on an intranet site maintained by the 
customer. Recognition can also occur through a cookie 
placed on the user computer. Further still, recognition can 
occur after the user has entered an appropriate ID and 
password to establish his/her authorization. After the web 
site has confirmed the user's authorization (step 302), the 
website provides the requested multi-division page to the 
user computer for display thereon (step 306). If the user 
lacks authorization, access to the multi-division page is 
denied at step 304. 
0062 FIG. 4 depicts an exemplary multi-division page 
400. Section 408 of page 400 includes welcome text that 
provides instruction to the user regarding further completion 
of the reservation. As explained in greater detail below, a site 
administrator can control the content of section 408 on a 
page-by-page basis. LinkS 404 of page 400 preferably com 
prise a plurality of deep-links into the reservation website 
corresponding to the customer's divisions. However, it 
should be noted that all of the links 404 need not be 
deep-links. For example, one of the links 404 can be a link 
to the website's home page. Further still, one or more of the 
links 404 can be links to websites other than the rental 
vehicle service provider's website. 
0063 Adjacent to each link 404 is a text section 402. For 
each deep-link 404, its corresponding text section 402 
preferably includes text that describes the division corre 
sponding to that deep-link. In the example of FIG. 4, page 
400 is a multi-division page for the customer entity XYZ 
Corporation. The divisions of XYZ Corporation are labeled 
as the Atlanta Office, the Boston Office, the Chicago Office, 
the Dallas Office and the St. Louis Office of XYZ Corpo 
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ration. Links 404 comprise deep-links for those divisions. 
User selection of these deep-links 404 will cause the website 
to provide the deep-linked page corresponding to the 
selected deep-link's division to the user computer for dis 
play thereon. Among the characteristics that can be pre 
selected through these deep-links are reservation character 
istics such as location, vehicle type, renter age, etc. 

0064. For example, the deep-link 404 corresponding to 
the Atlanta Office division of the XYZ Corporation can be 
selected by the user to display the deep-linked page 500 of 
FIG.5 (see steps 308,310,312, and 314 of FIG.3). Page 500 
is a page that is configured to interact with the user to obtain 
user input corresponding to starting/end dates (and times) 
for the reservation and the renters age (see sections 516 and 
518). As can be seen in section 508, the reservations 
location has been pre-selected to be the rental vehicle 
service provider's Atlanta Midtown branch location which 
may the branch location of the rental vehicle service pro 
vider nearest to XYZ Corporation’s Atlanta office (step 312 
of FIG. 3). Upon user entry of starting/ending dates/times 
and renter age, the user can proceed to a page from which 
he/she can choose a vehicle type for the reservation by 
selecting the view rates button 520 (step 316 of FIG. 3). 
Thus, user selection of the deep-link corresponding to the 
Atlanta Office division of the XYZ Corporation is roughly 
effective to deep-link the user into the rental vehicle service 
provider's website at the TV page of FIG. 2. 

0065 Page 500 also preferably includes a plurality of 
sections that are customizable on a per division basis. For 
example, section 502 is navigation bar for the rental vehicle 
service providers website. An administrator can control the 
appearance of page 500 by controlling whether the naviga 
tion bar is included in section 502. Section 510 includes text 
that is personalized to the customer entity's division, typi 
cally identifying the name of the customer entity and/or 
division. An administrator can control the content of section 
510. Section 512 also includes customizable text content 
that can be controlled by an administrator. Section 514 can 
be populated by an image, wherein the image can be a stock 
image from the rental vehicle service provider or an image 
provided by the XYZ Corporation to personalize or co-brand 
the deep-linked page 500. Once again, an administrator can 
control what image populates section 514. Section 522 
includes a footer navigation bar for the rental vehicle service 
provider's website. As with section 502, an administrator 
can control how this section is populated with navigation 
links. Also included on page 504 are two sections 504 and 
506 that are a “Modify an Existing Reservation' link and a 
“Enterprise.com Home Page' link respectively. The 
“Modify an Existing Reservation' link is user-selectable to 
display a page from which the user can search for an existing 
reservation and the “Enterprise.com Home Page' link is 
user-selectable to take the user to the home page of the 
website. An administrator can control whether these links 
are included in sections 504 and 506 on a division-by 
division basis. The details of such administrative control 
over the content of page 500 will be described in greater 
detail below. 

0066 Returning to FIG. 4, page 400 also preferably 
includes a section 406 which can be populated with an 
alphabet navigational bar. Such an alphabet navigational bar 
can be useful in situations where a customer entity has 
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numerous divisions, not all of which will conveniently fit on 
a single page 400, as will be explained below in connection 
with FIG. 8. 

0067. User selection of the deep-link 404 corresponding 
to the St. Louis Office division of the XYZ Corporation is 
effective to display the deep-linked page 600 of FIG. 6 on 
the user computer. Page 600 is another multi-division page. 
Thus, the St. Louis Office division link of the multi-division 
page 400 of FIG. 4 is effective to display the multi-division 
page 600 of FIG. 6 (following the flow of steps 308 to 312 
to 318 to 306 of FIG. 3). Situations such as these may arise 
where it is convenient to group different divisions together 
as a single division for display on a multi-division page. The 
examples of FIGS. 4 and 6 depict such a scenario. The St. 
Louis office of the XYZ Corporation may itself have numer 
ous separately classifiable rental vehicle needs. For example, 
the personnel at the St. Louis office may have (1) a recurring 
need to rent vehicles from a branch close by (in which case 
user selection of the deep-link 404 for the “St. Louis Office 
Rental division can be effective to deep-link the user into 
the website to create such a reservation), (2) a recurring need 
to rent vehicles from the St. Louis airport rental branch 
location (in which case user selection of the deep-link 404 
for the “St. Louis Airport Rental division can be effective 
to deep-link the user into the website to create such a 
reservation, as described in connection with FIG. 7), (3) a 
recurring need to rent vehicles from an unknown location as 
part of business (in which case user selection of the deep 
link 404 for the “Business Use Rental division can be 
effective to deep-link the user into the website to create such 
a reservation—typically the deep-linked page will be the 
website home page with customization in accordance with 
the XYZ Corporation’s customer profile as if the user had 
already logged into the website using the XYZ Corpora 
tion’s customer profile), and (4) a recurring need to rent 
vehicles for personal use (in which case user selection of the 
link 404 for the "Personal Use Rental division can be 
effective to link the user to the website's home page as if the 
user were a general retail customer). In the example of FIG. 
6, user selection of the deep-link 404 corresponding to the 
St. Louis Airport Rental division will cause the website to 
provide the deep-linked page 700 of FIG. 7 to the user 
computer for display thereon. As can be seen, the deep-link 
for the St. Louis Airport Rental division operates to auto 
matically populate the reservation with pre-selected location 
and vehicle type characteristics (the St. Louis airport branch 
location and the full-size vehicle type respectively). Thus, 
the deep-link for the St. Louis Airport Rental division is 
roughly effective to deep-link the user into the rental vehicle 
service providers website at the page T of FIG. 2 that 
follows the LV arrow. 

0068 FIG. 6 also provides an example of a multi-division 
page that includes a link 602 to a website unrelated to the 
rental vehicle service provider. For example, personnel at 
the St. Louis office of the XYZ Corporation may have a 
recurring need to book airline tickets. In Such situations, the 
multi-division page 600 can include link 602 that is user 
selectable to cause an airline ticket reservation booking 
website to be displayed (following the flow of steps 308 to 
310 to 318 to 320 of FIG. 3). As explained in greater detail 
below, an administrator can control whether such links 602 
are included on a multi-division page. 
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0069 FIG. 8 depicts yet another example of a multi 
division page 800. In this example, the customer entity is a 
city government. The city government has numerous divi 
sions with their own separately classifiable rental vehicle 
needs (e.g., the Department of Health may need to rent 
vehicles from the branch location nearest to their offices 
while the Department of Public Works, which may be 
located across town from the Department of Health, may 
need to rent vehicles from a different branch location nearest 
to their offices). Thus, links 404 can be deep-links for each 
of these different divisions of the city government (or links 
to a nested multi-division page that further breaks down a 
division into further divisions). For a large diverse entity 
Such as a city or state government, there may be a sufficient 
number of different divisions that they cannot be conve 
niently displayed on a single multi-division page. In Such 
instances, section 406 can include an alphabet navigation 
bar to provide users with efficient access to divisions of 
interest. In the example of FIG. 8, the user has selected the 
letter "D' to cause the divisions that are labeled with a 
D-word to be listed. A scroll bar can be used to access 
D-divisions on the list that are not shown in the screen. 
Furthering this example, user selection of the letter “O'” from 
the alphabet navigation bar can be effective to list a division 
of Springfield's city government such as “Office of the 
Mayor”. 

0070 Thus, as described in connection with FIGS. 2-8, a 
rental vehicle service provider can greatly accommodate the 
needs of its customers—particularly large customerS Such as 
entities with multiple divisions—by providing customized 
pages of the website that are tailored to the entity's rental 
vehicle needs and by streamlining users' paths through the 
website via deep-linking based on pre-selected reservation 
characteristics. While large entity customers are the ones 
who will likely obtain the most benefits from this technol 
ogy, Smaller scale customers can also benefit from the 
personalized customization that this technology provides. 
For example, a consulting firm may have 3 consultants who 
consistently travel to different areas as part of their job. 
Consultant A may travel to Chicago 20-25 times a year and 
typically rent intermediate size vehicles, Consultant B may 
travel to San Francisco 30 times a year and typically rent 
economy size vehicles, Consultant C may travel to Miami 10 
times a year and typically rent luxury class vehicles. Even 
though not a large entity, this consulting firm may choose to 
engage a rental vehicle service provider that practices the 
present invention to obtain a URL to a multi-division page 
that includes deep-links for each of Consultants A, B, and 
C’s rental preferences. Each deep-link on such a multi 
division page can then be labeled with the names of the 
consultants to further personalize the consulting firm’s expe 
rience with the rental vehicle service provider. 
Administrative Control Over Deep-Links and Multiple 
Deep-Link Pages: 

0071 For the deep-links and multi-division pages 
described above, it is highly desirable to have an efficient 
means by which of creating and administering those deep 
links and multi-division pages. Such efficient means will 
allow a rental vehicle service provider to cost-effectively 
provide the website customization described herein to a 
large range of customers, both large and Small, in a relatively 
short period of time. FIG. 9 details a GUI-based flow for 
creating and administering customer profile-based deep 
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links and multi-division pages. After an administrator with 
appropriate authorization signs in through an administrator 
computer Such as that shown in FIG. 1, the administrator can 
then navigate to page 1000, which provides an overview of 
the customer profiles stored in database 108. Efficient 
administrative control over deep-linked pages and pages 
having multiple deep-links included thereon can be achieved 
by using common templates for deep-linked pages and 
multiple deep-link pages, wherein the templates are seg 
mented into a plurality of sections whose content can be 
customized by an administrator through a GUI. Data 
describing these customized sections is then stored in data 
base 108 in association with the applicable customer pro 
files. 

0072 FIG. 10 depicts page 1000, which is a GUI pro 
viding an administrator with an overview of existing cus 
tomer profile divisions. Through field 1002, the administra 
tor can search for existing customer profile divisions by 
customer number. Administrators can also search for exist 
ing customer profile divisions by name, using the alphabet 
navigation browser and the existing customer profile divi 
sion entries 1030 in table 1008. If the administrator wants to 
begin the process of creating a new customer profile divi 
sion, then he/she can do so via field 1004 by providing a 
customer number for the new customer profile division. 
0073 Table 1008 lists the existing customer profile divi 
sions as rows 1030, wherein each entry includes a customer 
number field 1010 a customer name field 1012, an owning 
group field 1014, a group/region field 1016 and a team name 
field 1018 for use in connection with the rental vehicle 
service providers internal management reporting opera 
tions, a “created by field 1020 which identifies the admin 
istrator who created each division, and a “date created” field 
1022 which identifies the date on which the customer profile 
division was created. 

0074. Upon administrator selection of an existing cus 
tomer profile division from page 1000, the administrator can 
be routed to page 1100 of FIGS. 11(a)-(b), which is a 
summary GUI for a corporate division profile. However, the 
administrative control can also be configured to route the 
administrator to page 1200 of FIGS. 12(a)-(c), which is a 
GUI through which the administrator can control a variety of 
aspects of the customer profile division. 
0075 Page 1200 of FIGS. 12(a)-(c) comprises a plurality 
of sections through which the administrator can control 
various general features of a user's path through the website 
upon selection of a deep-link associated therewith. Page 
1200 is displayed on the administrator computer when folder 
tab 1104 is active. Folder tab 1106 can be selected to display 
the vehicle control GUI of FIG. 13, folder tab 1108 can be 
selected to display the optional content control GUI of FIGS. 
14(a)-(c), a folder tab 1110 for images can be selected to 
display the image control GUI of FIG. 15(a) or (b), and 
folder tab 1102 can be selected to display the summary GUI 
of FIGS. 11(a)-(b). 
0076. At the top of page 1200, biographical information 
about the customer profile division is displayed in fields 
1112, 1114, 1118 and 1120 corresponding to fields 1010, 
1012, 1022, and 1020 respectively of FIG. 10. For an 
existing customer profile division and a newly created 
customer profile division, section 1116 will identify the URL 
for the deep-linked page corresponding to the customer 
profile division. 
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0077. Through section 1202, the administrator can 
specify which page of the website will be the deep-linked 
page for the customer profile division. Exemplary options 
include the home page or a page such as page 500 of FIG. 
5 where a branch location has already been pre-selected for 
the reservation. Through field 1230, the administrator can 
pre-select the branch location for the division using a branch 
location identifier. Optionally, functionality can be added to 
the page that would allow the administrator to search and/or 
browse for the appropriate branch location from a list of all 
available branch locations. 

0078 Through section 1204, the administrator can con 
trol the countries in which the customer profile division will 
be accessible. 

0079 Through section 1206, the administrator can con 
trol whether the deep-linked page will display the custom 
er's name in section 510 (see FIGS. 5 and 7). When the 
home page is selected as the deep-linked page through 
section 1202, the administrator can control, through section 
1206, whether the customer name will appear in a pre 
selected section of the home page such as section 4000 
shown in the exemplary home page of FIG. 40. Optionally, 
section 1206 can also provide the administrator with the 
ability to enter text for a customized message to be displayed 
to users on the deep-linked page. 

0080 Through section 1208, the administrator can con 
trol whether certain navigational links will be displayed in 
section 522 of the deep-linked page (see FIGS. 5 and 7). 
0081. Through section 1210, the administrator can con 
trol the language of the deep-linked page. 

0082 Through section 1212, the administrator can con 
trol whether sections 502, 506, and 522 of the deep-linked 
page include the navigation bar links, footer links, and home 
page links. Moreover, the administrator can partially turn on 
the footer links in section 522 by controlling whether less 
than all of the footer links will be appear in section 522. 
0083. Through section 1214, the administrator can con 

trol whether the renter information (RI) page reached by a 
user who deep-links into the reservation creation process via 
the customer profile will include a drop down menu that 
allows the user to identify a credit card type for the reser 
vation (see section 426 of FIG. 50(a) of the incorporated Ser. 
No. 10/172,481 patent application). 
0084 Through section 1216, the administrator can con 

trol whether section 518 of the deep-linked page will include 
an age selection field. 
0085 Also, section 1218 can be used by the administrator 
to associate the customer profile division record with a 
team/group/region for reporting purposes. 

0086 Once the administrator has made the appropriate 
entries on page 1200, the user can select the continue button 
1220 to proceed to the next GUI for administratively con 
trolling a customer profile division. Alternatively, the admin 
istrator can select the cancel button 1222 to cancel the 
entries made in page 1200. 
0087. The administrator can learn of the customer's pref 
erences for the customer profile division through commu 
nications with the customer. For example, the customer can 
fill out a form (either an electronic form or a hard copy form) 
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that identifies its preferred reservation characteristics, and 
the administrator can then access the GUIs of FIG. 9 to 
implement the customer's requests. Alternately, it should be 
noted that the administrator need not necessarily be an 
employee of the rental vehicle service provider. In some 
instances, the administrator may be an employee of the 
customer who is given limited administrative access to the 
GUIs of FIG. 9 to control the parameters of the customer's 
profile in database 108. 
0088 Upon administrator selection of the continue but 
ton 1220 of page 1200, the GUI page 1300 of FIG. 13 is 
displayed on the administrator computer (which corresponds 
to folder tab 1106). GUI 1300 is configured to accept 
administrator input regarding the vehicle types eligible for 
selection by a user through the customer profile division. 
Through section 1302, the administrator controls which 
vehicle type(s) will be eligible for user selection. Through 
country bar 1304, the administrator can make these selec 
tions on a country-by-country basis. For vehicle types that 
the administrator does not want to make available to the 
user, he/she can select the “don’t shown on site' boxes 
corresponding thereto. If the administrator wants to high 
light one or more vehicle types as preferred for the customer 
profile division, he/she can select the “preferred” boxes 
corresponding thereto. Selection of the preferred option for 
a vehicle type will operate to add highlighting of some form 
to the background of text displayed on a choose vehicle page 
for that vehicle type (such as the pages of FIGS. 42 and 43 
in the incorporated Ser. No. 10/172,481 patent application). 
If all vehicle types but one are selected in section 1306, then 
the reservation path for the deep-link corresponding to the 
customer profile division can skip a choose vehicle page 
because the vehicle type will have been pre-selected. 
0089. Through section 1308, the administrator can con 

trol whether a link will be included on a confirmation page 
that would allow the user to upgrade to the next higher 
vehicle class for the reservation (see FIG. 53 of the incor 
porated Ser. No. 10/172,481 patent application). 
0090. Once the administrator has made the appropriate 
entries on page 1300, the user can select the continue button 
1310 to proceed to the next GUI for administratively con 
trolling a customer profile division. Alternatively, the admin 
istrator can select the back button 1312 to return to page 
1200 or the cancel button 1314 to cancel the entries made in 
page 1300. 

0091. Upon administrator selection of the continue but 
ton 1310 of page 1300, the GUI page 1400 of FIGS. 
14(a)-(c) is displayed on the administrator computer (which 
corresponds to folder tab 1108). Through the different sec 
tions of page 1400, the administrator has the option to 
control a variety of aspects of the customer profile divisions 
reservation path. Through section 1402, the administrator 
can control whether the Summary sections that are displayed 
on the reservation path pages (see, e.g., section 330 of FIG. 
43 of the incorporated Ser. No. 10/172,481 patent applica 
tion) will display a promotional link that is user-selectable to 
display a text box that describes a service offered by the 
rental vehicle service provider. 
0092. Through section 1404, the administrator can con 

trol whether a link will be added to the summary sections 
that are displayed on the reservation path pages that is 
user-selectable to display a web page identified by the 
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administrator-entered URL. Alternatively, such a link can 
also be a link to a textbox with a customized message. If the 
administrator chooses to add such a customized textbox link 
to the summary section, section 1404 would also preferably 
include a field in which the administrator can enter the 
customized message. 
0093. Through section 1406, the administrator can con 

trol whether the RI page of the reservation path (see FIGS. 
50(a) and (b) of the incorporated Ser. No. 10/172,481 patent 
application) will include a field for user entry of a customer 
purchase order number, reference number or the like. Such 
information can be useful for the customer's business office. 
Through box 1408, the administrator can control whether 
user entry in Such a field is a required data entry field. 
Through field 1410, the administrator can define the label for 
this user entry field of the RI page. Moreover, through 
section 1412, the administrator can control whether the user 
entry field in the RI page will be a free form text entry box 
or a drop down menu populated with eligible field entry 
options. If the drop down menu option is chosen, the 
administrator can control the content of the drop down menu 
through field 1414, list 1418, and buttons 1420, 1422, and 
1424. 

0094. Through section 1426, the administrator can con 
trol what collision and damage protection products will be 
identified on the user's verify page after booking a reserva 
tion (see FIGS. 51 and 52 of the incorporated Ser. No. 
10/172,481 patent application) In some instances, a cus 
tomer profile will require that one or more particular colli 
sion and damage protection products be applied to all of that 
customer's rental vehicle reservations. Through column 
1430, the administrator can select which of these protection 
products will be displayed to the user on the verify page as 
being included in the reservation. Through column 1428, the 
administrator can also control whether the price for the 
selected protection product(s) will be itemized in the item 
ized charges shown on the verify page. While the adminis 
trative control provided by section 1426 is informational 
only, it should be noted that in instances where the reser 
Vation path also includes a page that would allow the user to 
select a collision and damage protection product for the 
reservation, section 1426 could also be configured to allow 
the administrator to define which collision and damage 
protection product (or range of eligible protection products) 
are available for user selection for the reservation. 

0095 Through section 1432, the administrator can con 
trol whether a customized text message will be displayed on 
the verify page reached by the user through the customer 
profile division. The administrator can enter the text for this 
customized message in field 1434 (e.g., “Please remember to 
re-fill the gas tank prior to returning the car.”). 
0096. Through section 1436, the administrator can con 
trol whether an email notification of a booked reservation 
should be automatically sent by the website to a person 
associated with the administrator-entered email address. 
This feature can be useful in instances where a customer 
entity may want personnel in the entity's business office to 
be notified of any new reservations booked through the 
entity’s customer profile division. 
0097. Through section 1438, the administrator can con 

trol whether the RI page will include the user-entry sections 
relating to email marketing from the rental vehicle service 
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provider (see FIG.50(a) of the incorporated Ser. No. 10/172, 
481 patent application). Some customers may want to have 
this feature disabled to prevent employees from signing up 
for Such marketing emails. 
0098. Through section 1450, the administrator can con 
trol whether the deep-linked page (or another page in the 
reservation path after the user has reached the deep-linked 
page) will include a user-selectable option for the user to 
request delivery of the rental vehicle corresponding to the 
reservation to a delivery location. For Some customers, the 
rental vehicle service provider may have an agreement that 
reserved rental vehicles will be delivered by the rental 
vehicle service provider to the customer's premises when 
the reservation is to be fulfilled. In such cases, the branch 
location that services that customer can be notified upon user 
selection of the “deliver to option that the reserved rental 
vehicle will need to be delivered to the customer's premises 
at the start date/time for the reservation. Section 1450 can 
also include a text entry section for administrator input of a 
text message to accompany the "deliver to option displayed 
on the verify and/or confirmation page. Optionally, section 
1450 may also include a variety of other administrator 
controlled settings relating to vehicle delivery. For example, 
the deep-linked page or other page controlled through sec 
tion 1450 may include a field for user entry of a delivery 
time, and section 1450 may include an administrator option 
to enable/disable that feature. The customer and rental 
vehicle service provider may have an agreement to deliver 
rental vehicles to the agreed-upon location the night before 
the reservation is to begin so that the customer will be able 
to actually begin the reservation first thing the next morning. 
In Such cases, the rental vehicle service provider and cus 
tomer may agree that charges for the reservation will not 
begin until the next morning. Thus, through section 1450, 
the administrator can also exert control over when charges 
for the reservation are to begin (e.g., at delivery or at a 
certain time the next day when delivery occurs after a certain 
time). Similar to a “deliver to option, the rental vehicle 
service provider and customer may also have an agreed 
vehicle recovery service, wherein rather than the customer 
returning the rental vehicle at the end of the reservation 
period to the rental vehicle service provider's branch loca 
tion, an employee of the rental vehicle service provider will 
venture to pick up the rental vehicle from an agreed upon 
location (e.g., the customer's premises). Section 1450 can 
also be augmented to provide the administrator with control 
over whether user-selectable options for such a vehicle 
recovery service will be presented on the deep-linked page 
(or another page in the reservation path after the user has 
reached the deep-linked page). As with the “deliver to 
feature, the vehicle recovery feature can also include user 
customizable dates/times, and section 1450 provide the 
administrator with control over whether the user-customiz 
able dates/times are enabled/disabled. 

0099. Once the administrator has made the appropriate 
entries on page 1400, the user can (1) select the continue 
button 1440 to proceed to the next GUI for administratively 
controlling a customer profile division, (2) select the “fin 
ished' button 1442 to complete jump to the Summary page 
1100 for the customer profile division, or (3) select the 
cancel button 1444 to cancel the entries made in page 1400. 
0100. Upon administrator selection of the continue but 
ton 1440 of page 1400, the GUI page 1500a or 1500b of 
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FIGS. 15(a) or (b) is displayed on the administrator com 
puter (which corresponds to folder tab 1110). Page 1500a of 
FIG. 15(a) would be displayed where no images had yet 
been associated with the customer profile division. Page 
1500b of FIG. 15(b) would be displayed in instances where 
one or more images have already been associated with the 
customer profile division. 
0101 Page 1500a includes a section 1502 requesting the 
administrator to associate an image with the customer profile 
division. If the administrator wishes to do so, he/she can 
select the “Create New' button 1504. Otherwise, the admin 
istrator can (1) select the “continue” button 1506 to proceed 
to page 1100, (2) select the “back” button to return to page 
1400, or (3) select the cancel button 1510. 
0102 Page 1500b also includes section 1502, but further 
includes section 1520. Section 1520 summarizes images 
1540 that have already been associated with the customer 
profile division, segmented by country via tabs 1522, 1524, 
1526, 1528, and 1530. Each image entry 1540 in section 
1520 preferably includes a field 1542 that identifies the page 
of the reservation path that the image will appear on, a field 
1544 that identifies a location on that page where the image 
will appear (preferably each page will have a plurality of 
predetermined locations in which images can be displayed), 
a field 1546 that identifies a size for the image location and 
a number of images to be displayed in that image location, 
a field 1548 that identifies the language for the image 
(preferably each image that includes text as part thereof will 
have multiple copies stored in the database, with each copy 
having its text in a different language Supported by the 
website), a field 1550 that identifies the file name for the 
image, fields 1552 that identify starting and ending dates for 
the image (which can be useful for administrators to plan in 
advance which images will be displayed on the website and 
to prevent old and possibly out-of-date images from being 
displayed on the website), and fields 1554 in which times of 
day for the starting and ending dates are identified. 
0.103 Administrator selection of the “create new button 
1504 will cause the display of GUI page 1600 of FIG. 16. 
Through section 1602, the administrator can control the 
page on which the image will be displayed, the country in 
which that image will be displayed on that page, and the 
language for the image. 

0.104 Through section 1604, the administrator can con 
trol the starting/ending dates/times for image display on the 
page. 

0105 Through section 1606, the administrator can define 
which image will be associated with the page. Through the 
source field of section 1606, the administrator can identify 
a source for the image (e.g., the database in which the image 
is stored or a memory location for the image). Through the 
file name field, the administrator can identify the image's file 
name. Through field 1608, the administrator can control 
where on the page the image will be displayed. As noted 
previously, preferably the page includes a plurality of pre 
defined available sections for image display, and through 
field 1608, the administrator can identify which of these 
sections is to include the image. Through field 1610, the 
administrator can select an image location size and the 
number of images to be displayed in that image location. 
Preferably, up to 4 images can be displayed in a given 
location. 
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0106 Through section 1612, the user can define a URL 
link to be associated with a displayed image. If a link is 
associated with a displayed image through section 1612, the 
upon display of the image, the user can select the image and 
be linked to a web page associated with that image link. In 
instances where an image location will have multiple images 
included in that location, the administrator can set different 
links for each image in that location by advancing through 
the image location positions (by entering the link informa 
tion for an image, selecting button 1614 and repeating that 
process for the next image). Table 1616 will identify the 
URL links that are associated with each image at each 
position of a given image location. 

0107 After defining the appropriate image display char 
acteristics, the administrator, can select the “another button 
1618 to add the image with the specified display parameters 
to the customer profile division (whereupon those param 
eters are stored in database 108 and the image is added to 
section 1520 of FIG. 15(b)) and return to page 1600 to add 
another image. Once the administrator has completed adding 
images to the customer profile division, he/she can select 
“continue” button 1620 to advance to the summary page 
1100. If the administrator wishes to return to page 1400, 
he/she can select “back” button 1622, and if the adminis 
trator wishes to cancel unsaved entries on page 1600, he/she 
can select the "cancel button 1624. 

0108). After completing the GUI pages of FIGS. 12-16, 
the summary page 1100 of FIGS. 11(a)-(b) is preferably 
displayed on the administrator computer. Page 1100 prefer 
ably lists the administrator-defined settings for the customer 
profile division. Section 1122 summarizes the general set 
tings defined through GUI page 1200. If the administrator 
wants to edit these selections, he/she can select the edit link 
1124 to cause the display of page 1200. Section 1130 
Summarizes the vehicle settings defined through GUI page 
1300. If the administrator wants to edit these selections, 
he/she can select the edit link 1132 to cause the display of 
page 1300. Section 1126 summarizes the optional content 
settings defined through GUI page 1400. If the administrator 
wants to edit these selections, he/she can select the edit link 
1128 to cause the display of page 1400. Lastly, section 1136 
Summarizes the image settings defined through GUI pages 
1500 and 1600. If the administrator wants to edit these 
selections, he/she can select the edit link 1134 to cause the 
display of page 1500. 

0109) If the administrator wants to cancel these settings 
before activation, he/she can select the "cancel button 1142. 
If the administrator wants to return to the previous GUI 
page, he/she can select the “back” button 1140. If the 
administrator wishes to activate the customer profile divi 
sion, he/she can select “activate” button 1138. Upon selec 
tion of the “activate” button 1138, the customer profile 
division becomes active and the URL for that customer 
division profile will serve as a deep-link into the website 
commensurate with the settings made by the administrator 
via pages 1200-1600. 

0110. As previously indicated in connection with FIGS. 
4, 6, and 8, the administrator can further group together a 
plurality of customer profile divisions that have been created 
(preferably for the same customer entity) to create a multi 
division page. The administrator can begin this process by 
selecting the multi-division link 1040 shown on page 1000 
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of FIG. 10. Administrator selection of link 1040 will drop 
the administrator into the multi-division flow 1700 of FIG. 
17. 

0.111 FIG. 17 is a flow diagram that describes the process 
of creating a multi-division page. The flow starts at GUI 
page 1800a or 1800b, as shown in FIGS. 18(a) and (b). The 
GUI page 1800a would be displayed upon administrator 
entry into the process of creating a multi-division page. The 
GUI page 1800b would be displayed if the administrator 
conducted a search for existing multi-division pages stored 
in database 108 using a wildcard operator in section 1802. 
0.112. As noted, through section 1802 of page 1800a, the 
administrator can search for an existing multi-division page 
by a multi-division identifier. However, it should be noted 
that additional searching capabilities can be added to section 
1802. The identifier used in the exemplary screenshots is 
labeled as an ARC number, which is not to be confused with 
the conventional ARC abbreviation used in the travel indus 
try. With the multi-division aspect of the present invention, 
the ARC number refers to an identifier for a consolidated 
grouping of customer profile divisions. 
0113. Through section 1804, the administrator can begin 
the process of creating a new multi-division page by enter 
ing an identifier for Such a new page. 
0114 Page 1800b of FIG. 18(b) also includes sections 
1802 and 1804, but further includes section 1810 which lists 
previously-created multi-division pages 1820 that are stored 
in database 108. Each multi-division page entry 1820 listed 
in section 1810 includes a field 1812 for identifying each 
multi-division page's ARC number, a field 1814 for identi 
fying the title of each multi-division page, a field 1816 for 
identifying when and by whom each multi-division page 
was created, a field 1818 for identifying when and by whom 
each multi-division page was last modified, fields 1820 and 
1822 for identifying the team and group/region associated 
with each multi-division page (for internal reporting pur 
poses), and “view” links 1824 that are selectable to display 
the corresponding multi-division page. Also, administrator 
selection of one of the ARC numbers in field 1812 will cause 
section 1802 to be populated with that ARC number, thereby 
allowing the administrator to begin an editing process for 
that multi-division page. 
0.115. Upon administrator selection of the “create new” 
option in section 1804, the GUI page 1900a of FIG. 19(a) is 
displayed on the administrator computer. Through section 
1902, the administrator can define the title for the multi 
division page in any of a variety of languages. The text 
entered by the administrator in section 1902 will be the 
content that populates section 408 of the multi-division page 
(see FIGS. 4, 6 and 8). Preferably fields are provided not 
only for the displayed title of the page (e.g., the boldfaced 
and large font portion of the section 408 text) but also for a 
customized message for inclusion in section 508. Within 
section 1902, the administrator can also control the team, 
group/region, and ARC type (which can serve as a reporting 
label for related ARCs) that are associated with the multi 
division page. 
0.116) Through section 1904, the user can control the 
URL that will be used for the multi-division page on the 
website. Administrator selection of button 1906 is effective 
to create the URL using the coding techniques described in 
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the incorporated Ser. No. 10/505,685 patent application, 
wherein the ARC number serves as an additional distin 
guishing criteria in the URL for the multi-division page. 
0117 Through section 1908, the administrator can con 
trol the range of countries designated by the multi-division 
page. Preferably section 1908 defaults as a general page 
applicable to all countries, but the user has the option of 
creating country-specific versions of the multi-division page 
(see GUI page 1900b of FIG. 19(b) that allows the admin 
istrator to create different versions of the page for different 
countries using tabs 1940, 1942, 1944, 1946, and 1948). 
0118. Through section 1910, the administrator can con 

trol whether section 406 of the multi-division page will 
include an alphabet navigation browser (see FIGS. 4, 6, and 
8). 
0119) Through section 1912, the administrator can add 
divisions to be listed in sections 402 and links 404 of the 
multi-division page (see FIGS. 4, 6 and 8). The divisions that 
are to be added in section 1912 are preferably customer 
profile divisions that were previously created via the flow of 
GUI pages 1100-1600 as described in connection with FIG. 
9. The text entered by the administrator in the “division 
name field of section 1912 will be the text that appears in 
section 402 of the multi-division page. The URL entered in 
the division URL field of Section 1912 will be the URL 
corresponding to link 404 in the multi-division page. 
Optionally, section 1912 can be configured with a browsing 
feature that will allow the administrator to search for exist 
ing division URL's for loading into the URL field of section 
1912. The “test URL links 1932 are preferably selectable to 
display the deep-linked page corresponding to the URL 
entered in the URL field of section 1912, thereby confirming 
for the administrator that the proper URL has been entered. 
Once the administrator has completed the entries in section 
1912, selection of the “save to list' button 1914 will be 
effective to add that division and URL to the multi-division 
page. Administrator selection of the “clear button 1916 is 
effective to clear the entries from section 1912. 

0120. It should be noted that it is preferred that the 
administrator not be limited to entering previously created 
customer profile divisions and customer profile division 
URLs in section 1912. The administrator can also use the 
URL for another multi-division page as the URL in section 
1912, in which case the multi-division page will include a 
link to another multi-division page, as described above in 
connection with FIGS. 4 and 6 where the multi-division 
page of FIG. 4 includes a link to the multi-division page of 
FIG. 6. This functionality can be achieved through GUI page 
1900a as follows: when the administrator is adding the 
division names and URLs to the multi-division page of FIG. 
4, the administrator can add an entry in section 1912 with the 
name “St. Louis Office' and with the URL being a URL to 
the multi-division page of FIG. 6. Administrators can also 
include deep-links to promotional offers in section 1912. 
Further still, the administrator can preferably add links for 
other websites to the multi-division page, as described in 
connection with FIG. 6 wherein a link to an airline ticket 
website is included. This functionality can be achieved 
through GUI page 1900a as follows: when the administrator 
is adding the division names and URLs to the multi-division 
page of FIG. 6, the administrator can add an entry in section 
1912 with the name “Airline Tickets and with the URL 
being a URL to airline ticket reservation website. 
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0121 Upon selection of button 1914, the division and its 
URL are added to the list of Section 1918. Section 1918 lists 
as entries 1920 all divisions and their corresponding URLs 
that are to be included on the multi-division page. Each entry 
1920 includes a field 1922 that identifies the division name 
(i.e., the content of section 402), a field 1924 that identifies 
the division URL (i.e., the URL for link 404), and a link 
1926 that is selectable to remove the corresponding division 
and URL from the list. 

0.122 To add additional divisions and URLs to the list in 
section 1918, the administrator can enter additional division 
names and URLs in section 1912 and once again select 
button 1914. Once the administrator has completed the 
process of adding divisions and URLs to the multi-division 
page, he/she can select the activate button 1928 to store the 
settings for the multi-division page in database 108 and 
make it active for use by users. Administrator selection of 
the cancel button 1930 will be effective to cancel the entries 
made via page 1900a. 
0123 GUI page 1900c of FIG. 19(c) will be displayed on 
the administrator computer upon selection of an existing 
multi-division page for editing via section 1802. Page 1900c 
differs from page 1900a in that the administrator can create 
a plurality of duplicate multi-division pages for each country 
and/or language identified in the country and language fields 
of section 1904. Thereafter, the administrator can adjust the 
duplicated page as appropriate to correspond to the appli 
cable country/language. Otherwise, page 1900C operates in 
the same manner as page 1900a. 
0.124 Upon administrator activation of a multi-division 
page via button 1928, page 1800a is once again displayed 
with an additional section 2000 that notifies the administra 
tor of the activation, as shown in FIG. 20. Once activated, 
the rental vehicle service provider can provide the URL for 
the multi-division page to the relevant customer entity. 
Thereafter, the customer entity can provide this URL to its 
personnel who need to book rental vehicle reservations by 
making the URL available an intranet site operated by the 
customer entity. Thereafter, users with access to the cus 
tomer entity's customer profile can take advantage of the 
multi-division page when booking rental vehicle reserva 
tions as described in the flow of FIG. 3. 

0.125. In addition to providing administrative control over 
customer profile divisions and multi-division pages, the 
present invention can also be used to provide administrative 
control over promotional offers and multi-offer pages. FIG. 
21 describes the administrative flow for this process. After 
the administrator has signed in to establish his/her authori 
Zation to administer promotional offers, the administrator 
reaches page 2200. 
0.126 FIG. 22 shows an exemplary GUI page 2200 that 

is configured to provide an overview of the promotional 
offers stored in database 108. Through section 2202, an 
administrator can search for existing promotional offers by 
an offer number. While the example of FIG. 22 labels this 
offer number as a customer number, it should be noted that 
the customer number in this context is an identifier for a 
promotional offer. Through section 2204, the administrator 
can also initiate the creation of a new offer by entering a 
number for the new offer. Section 2206 provides the admin 
istrator with a snapshot of promotional offers stored in 
database 108, both active and inactive. 
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0127 Section 2208 lists the promotional offers stored in 
database 108. Each entry on the list is a promotional offer, 
including a field 2210 for the promotional offer number, a 
field 2212 for identifying each offers promotion type, a field 
2214 for identifying the date on which each promotional 
offer was created, a field 2216 for identifying the person who 
created each promotional offer, a field 2218 for identifying 
the last date on which each promotional offer was modified, 
and a field 2220 for identifying the person who last modified 
each promotional offer. 
0128. Upon administrator selection of either an existing 
offer or the creation of a new offer, the GUI page 2300 of 
FIG. 23 is displayed. Folder tab 2302 is active when page 
2300 is displayed. Through section 2304, the administrator 
can control a variety of aspects of a promotional offer that 
can be used for internal reporting purposes. 
0129. Through section 2310, the administrator can con 
trol the applicable country and/or language for the promo 
tional offer. 

0130. Through section 2312, the administrator can define 
the pre-selected branch location for the promotional offer. 
0131 Through section 2314, the administrator can define 
the type for the promotional offer. Preferably, the rental 
vehicle service provider will offer a plurality of different 
types of promotional offers, each typically having some 
form of restriction on the dates of use. Section 2314 lists a 
plurality of exemplary reservation types, whose character 
istics can in turn be controlled through the GUI pages of 
FIGS. 24(a)-(g). 

0132) Through section 2316, the administrator can define 
the URL from which a user who is attempting to accept a 
promotional offer must be referred for the promotional offer 
to be validly accepted by the user. In this manner, the 
administrator can restrict the range of potential users who 
book a promotional offer reservation by restricting the 
promotional offer reservation to only those users who are 
referred to the deep-linked page for the promotional offer 
from the specified URL. 

0133) Once the administrator has entered the necessary 
offer parameters in section 2304, “continue” button 2306 can 
be selected to advance to page 2400 of FIG. 24. Otherwise, 
the administrator can select “cancel button 2308. 

0134 FIGS. 24(a)-(g) depict GUI pages 2400a-g through 
which the administrator can control the applicable dates for 
a promotional offer. Each page 2400 of FIGS. 24(a)-(g) 
corresponds to a different promotional offer type and would 
be reached if the administrator has selected the correspond 
ing promotional offer type via section 2314 of page 2300. 
When page 2400 is displayed, folder tab 2402 is active. 

0135 Through section 2404, the administrator can con 
trol the minimum/maximum number of on-rent days for a 
reservation meeting the promotional offers conditions, the 
earliest and latest starting and ending dates that are within 
the promotional offers conditions, the days (and/or times) of 
the week that a reservation must begin and/or end on to be 
within the promotional offer's conditions, and the activation/ 
expiration dates for the promotional offer on the website. It 
should be understood that by restricting the available dates 
for the promotional offer to a single day, a deep-link for that 
promotional offer can have a pre-selected temporal charac 
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teristic that would allow the user to bypass a page requiring 
user entry of a starting/ending date for the reservation 
(although the user may still have to provide a start and end 
time for the reservation). 

0.136 Administrator selection of the “continue” button 
2408 is effective to advance the administrator to page 2500 
of FIG. 25. Otherwise, the administrator can cancel his/her 
entries on page 2400 via selection of the "cancel button 
2410. 

0.137 FIG. 25 depicts a GUI page 2500 (wherein folder 
tab 2502 is active when page 2500 is displayed) for admin 
istrative control of various promotional offer's blackout 
dates, wherein a blackout date is a date within the promo 
tional offer's validity range that is nevertheless a date on 
which the promotional offer is not available to users. The 
administrator can define the blackout date(s) for a promo 
tional offer via section 2504 of page 2500. After the admin 
istrator has added the appropriate blackout date(s) to the 
promotional offer, then the administrator can advance to 
page 2600 via selection of “continue” button 2510. Other 
wise, the administrator can cancel his/her entries on page 
2500 via selection of “cancel button 2512. 

0138 FIG. 26 depicts a GUI page 2600 (wherein folder 
tab 2602 is active when page 2600 is displayed) for admin 
istrative control of vehicle type settings for the promotional 
offer. Within section 2604, the administrator can define, on 
a country-specific basis, which vehicle types will be 
included within the promotional offer. It should be under 
stood that by restricting the vehicle type for the promotional 
offer to a single vehicle type, the deep-link for that promo 
tional offer will have a pre-selected vehicle type character 
istic that would allow the user to bypass a choose vehicle 
page. After the administrator has selected the appropriate 
vehicle type(s) for the promotional offer, then the adminis 
trator can advance to page 2700 via selection of “continue 
button 2610. Otherwise, the administrator can cancel his/her 
entries on page 2600 via selection of “cancel button 2612. 
0139 FIG. 27 depicts a GUI page 2700 (wherein folder 
tab 2702 is active when page 2700 is displayed) for admin 
istrative control of vehicle message content settings for the 
promotional offer. Within section 2704, the administrator 
can enter a name for the promotional offer, message text 
describing the promotional offer, and text for the terms and 
conditions of the promotional offer. This content (or user 
selectable links to this content) can be displayed on a 
deep-linked page that would be reached by a user after 
selection of a deep-link for that promotional offer. Through 
section 2706, the administrator can enter the text for various 
messages to the user that are displayed to the user after the 
user makes a reservation characteristic selection that falls 
outside the scope of the promotional offer (e.g., a selected 
location that falls outside of the eligible locations for the 
promotional offer, a selected start/end date that falls outside 
the eligible start/end dates for the promotional offer, selected 
a vehicle type that falls outside the eligible vehicle type(s) 
for the promotional offer, etc.) These messages can then be 
displayed on a Decisions, Decisions, Decisions (DDD) page 
such as that shown in FIG. 63(a) in the incorporated Ser. No. 
10/505,685 patent application. Also, these messages can be 
displayed on the page prior to the DDD page before the user 
has entered the reservation characteristic (to possibly avoid 
the need to advance to the DDD page). If the user does enter 
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a value for a reservation characteristic that is outside the 
promotion offer boundaries, then the DDD can display these 
messages in Some highlighted manner (e.g., red text). 
0140. After the administrator has selected the appropriate 
message content for responding to user input outside the 
Scope of the promotional offer, then the administrator can 
advance to page 2800a or 2800b via selection of “continue 
button 2710. Otherwise, the administrator can cancel his/her 
entries on page 2700 via selection of “cancel button 2712. 
0141. The GUI pages 2800a, 2800b and 2900 will oper 
ate to provide the administrator with control over the images 
that are displayed on website pages within the reservation 
path reached following user selection of the promotional 
offer in the same manner described for the pages of FIGS. 
15(a), 15(b) and 16 in connection with the customer profile 
divisions. 

0142 Next, the administrator advances to page 3000 of 
FIG. 30 to control a variety of other page settings within the 
promotional offer reservation path. Through section 3004, 
the administrator can define the telephone number that will 
appear on a contact us page for the promotional offer. 
Sections 3006, 3008, 3010, and 3012 of page 3000 are 
analogous to sections 1208 of page 1200, 1406 of page 1400, 
1212 of page 1200, and 1436 of page 1400, respectively. 
Through section 3014, the administrator can control whether 
the promotion is a one-off promotion. A one-off promotion 
preferably comprises a promotion that can be accepted only 
once by a user. 
0143. After the administrator has selected the appropriate 
settings for the promotional offer through page 3000, then 
the administrator can advance to page 3100 via selection of 
“continue” button 3020. Otherwise, the administrator can 
cancel his/her entries on page 3000 via selection of "cancel 
button 3022. 

014.4 FIGS. 31(a)-(c) depict the GUI page 3100 that 
Summarizes the previously-entered settings for the promo 
tional offer. Page 3100 can also be reached from the over 
view page 2200 of FIG. 22 by choosing to edit an existing 
promotional offer. Section 3104 lists the settings for the 
promotional offer entered through page 2300 (with edit link 
3106 being selectable to recall page 2300 for editing of one 
or more of those settings). Section 3108 lists the settings for 
the promotional offer entered through page 2400 (with edit 
link 3110 being selectable to recall page 2400 for editing of 
one or more of those settings). Section 3112 lists the settings 
for the promotional offer entered through page 2500 (with 
edit link 3114 being selectable to recall page 2500 for editing 
of one or more of those settings). Section 3116 lists the 
settings for the promotional offer entered through page 2600 
(with edit link 3118 being selectable to recall page 2600 for 
editing of one or more of those settings). Section 3120 lists 
the settings for the promotional offer entered through page 
2700 (with edit link 3122 being selectable to recall page 
2700 for editing of one or more of those settings). Section 
3124 lists the settings for the promotional offer entered 
through pages 2800 and 2900 (with edit link 3126 being 
selectable to recall page 2800 for editing of one or more of 
those settings), and section 3128 lists the settings for the 
promotional offer entered through page 3000 (with edit link 
3130 being selectable to recall page 3000 for editing of one 
or more of those settings). 
0145 If the administrator approves the settings for the 
promotional offer, he/she can activate that promotional offer 
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through selection of the “activate” button 3132. Upon acti 
vation, page 2200 of FIG. 34 is displayed (which includes a 
section 3400 notifying the administrator of the activation), 
and a URL for the promotional offer can be distributed 
through marketing efforts. Thereafter, user selection of a 
deep-link associated with that URL will be effective to 
deep-link a user into the website commensurate with the 
pre-selected characteristics of the promotional offer. If the 
administrator wants to save the promotional offers settings 
for later editing, he/she can select the “save for edit' button 
3134. To delete the promotional offer, the administrator can 
select the “delete' button 3138. To cancel any unsaved edits 
made to the promotional offer, the administrator can select 
the “cancel button 3140. 

0146 Because often times it will be desirable to create 
numerous promotional offers with largely identical settings 
(perhaps only one or two differences), a need exists for an 
efficient way of duplication promotional offers. After creat 
ing a duplicate promotional offer, the administrator can then 
edit the duplicated promotional offer to tweak it as desired. 
0147 The administrator can initiate this duplication pro 
cess by selecting the “duplicate' button 3136 on page 3100. 
Selection of button 3136 will cause page 3200 of FIG. 32 to 
be displayed. The administrator can enter promotion num 
bers in fields 3202 for multiple (e.g., up to 20) duplicate 
promotional offers to be created from the current promo 
tional offer. After entering these numbers in fields 3203, the 
administrator can create the duplicates by selecting button 
3204. Otherwise, the administrator can select the "cancel 
button 3206. If the administrator were to enter numbers in 
sections 3202 that are already in use, error messages to that 
effect can be displayed on page 3200 to allow the adminis 
trator to enter new numbers therefor. If all numbers in fields 
3202 are available, then page 2200 of FIG.33 is displayed 
after selection of button 3204, wherein section 3300 
includes a notification to the administrator of the duplicates 
that have been created. 

0.148 Administrators can also create multi-offer pages 
for promotional offers that are analogous to the multi 
division pages described above. The flow of FIG. 17 can be 
used to create Such multi-offer pages. Upon administrator 
selection of the multi-offer link 2230 shown on page 2200, 
the administrator is advanced to pages 3500a or 3500b of 
FIGS. 35(a) and (b). Pages 3500a and 3500b operate as 
described for multi-divisions in connection with FIGS. 18(a) 
and 18(b), and pages 3600a, 3600b and 3600c of FIGS. 
36(a)-(c) operate as described for multi-divisions in con 
nection with FIGS. 190a)-(c). However, these pages may 
also include a field 3602 in which the administrator can 
identify the promotional offer to be added to the multi-offer 
page via promotion number. Pages 3600a-c may also 
include a section 3604 through which the administrator can 
define a listed promotional offer for the multi-offer page 
where section 402 includes a field for user entry of a 
promotion number such as the promotion codes that are 
often mailed to customers as part of a mass mailing cam 
paign (see the topmost section 402 of FIG. 39). Further still, 
pages 3600a-c may include a section 3606 through which 
the administrator can control whether links will be displayed 
in section 3802 of the multi-offer page (see FIGS. 38 and 
39). After a new multi-offer page has been activated (or an 
edited multi-offer page is activated), page 3500a of FIG. 37 
is displayed. 
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014.9 The end result of creating a multi-offer page is a 
page that appears like the multi-division pages of FIGS. 4. 
6 and 8 except that multiple offers are listed, although a links 
section 3802 may optionally be included. FIG.38 depicts an 
example of a multi-offer page 3800 created via the meth 
odology of FIG. 17. As can be seen in FIG. 38, sections 402 
of page 3800 include a plurality of promotional offers and 
links 404 are deep-links corresponding to those promotional 
offers. FIG. 39 depicts another example of a multi-offer page 
3900 created via the methodology of FIG. 17. 
0150. While the present invention has been described 
above in relation to its preferred embodiment, various modi 
fications may be made thereto that still fall within the 
invention’s scope, as would be recognized by those of 
ordinary skill in the art. Such modifications to the invention 
will be recognizable upon review of the teachings herein. 
For example, the administrative tool of the present invention 
can also be configured to provide the administrator with 
control over the rates that are applied to a deep-linked 
reservation (e.g., a rate (or range of rates) that is to be 
applied to a reservation booked through a customer profile 
division or a promotional offer). Further still, while the 
exemplary administrative tool described herein described an 
embodiment where the administrator can pre-select a par 
ticular branch or type of branch location for a customer 
profile division or promotional offer, it should be understood 
that the administrator can also be provided with the ability 
to define a range of particular branch locations as being 
eligible for selection in a reservation booked through a 
customer profile division and/or a promotional offer. Further 
still, it should be noted that any images appearing on the 
multi-division pages and/or multi-offer pages described 
herein can also be customizable through the administrative 
tool of the present invention. As such, the full scope of the 
present invention is to be defined solely by the appended 
claims and their legal equivalents. 
What is claimed is: 

1. A method for providing rental vehicle reservation 
booking services through an Internet website, the website 
being accessible by a user computer over the Internet, the 
method comprising: 

providing a multiple deep-link page of the website for 
display on the user computer, wherein a user of the user 
computer is associated with a customer profile, the 
customer profile having plurality of divisions, the mul 
tiple deep-link page being configured to display a 
plurality of division-specific reservation deep-links for 
the website, each division-specific reservation deep 
link being selectable by the user to cause a display on 
the user computer of a deep-linked page of the website, 
and wherein each deep-linked page is configured to 
accept user input regarding a rental vehicle reservation 
having at least one pre-selected characteristic. 

2. The method of claim 1 further comprising: 
receiving user input corresponding to a selection of one of 

the displayed division-specific reservation deep-links; 
and 

responsive to the received user input, providing the deep 
linked page to the user computer for display thereon. 

3. The method of claim 2 wherein the customer profile 
corresponds to a business or governmental entity, the 
method further comprising: 
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storing the division-specific deep-links and the pre-se 
lected rental vehicle reservation characteristics in a 
customer profile associated with the entity. 

4. The method of claim 2 wherein the at least one 
pre-selected characteristic comprises a location for the res 
ervation. 

5. The method of claim 4 wherein the pre-selected loca 
tion comprises a branch location of a rental vehicle service 
provider where a rental vehicle corresponding to the reser 
Vation is to be picked up. 

6. The method of claim 5 wherein the customer profile 
corresponds to a business or governmental entity, and 
wherein at least one division of the entity has a physical 
location where offices therefor are situated, and wherein the 
pre-selected branch location for that division's deep-link 
comprises a branch location of a rental vehicle service 
provider that is closest to the division's physical location. 

7. The method of claim 4 wherein the pre-selected loca 
tion comprises a plurality of eligible branch locations of a 
rental vehicle service provider where a rental vehicle cor 
responding to the reservation can be picked up. 

8. The method of claim 2 wherein the at least one 
pre-selected characteristic comprises a vehicle type for the 
reservation. 

9. The method of claim 2 wherein the at least one 
pre-selected characteristic comprises a plurality of eligible 
vehicle types for the reservation. 

10. The method of claim 2 wherein the at least one 
pre-selected characteristic comprises a starting date for the 
reservation. 

11. The method of claim 2 wherein the at least one 
pre-selected characteristic comprises a plurality of eligible 
starting dates for the reservation. 

12. The method of claim 2 wherein the at least one 
pre-selected characteristic comprises a rate for the reserva 
tion. 

13. The method of claim 2 wherein the at least one 
pre-selected characteristic comprises a plurality of eligible 
rates for the reservation. 

14. The method of claim 2 wherein the at least one 
pre-selected characteristic comprises a collision and damage 
protection product for the reservation. 

15. The method of claim 2 wherein the at least one 
pre-selected characteristic comprises a plurality of eligible 
collision and damage protection products for the reservation. 

16. The method of claim 2 further comprising positioning 
each division-specific reservation deep-link on the multiple 
deep-link page Such that it is adjacent to text on the multiple 
deep-link page that describes that division-specific reserva 
tion deep-link. 

17. The method of claim 2 wherein the multiple deep-link 
page is further configured to display a link for the website 
that is selectable by the user to cause a display on the user 
computer of a another multiple deep-link page comprising a 
plurality of division-specific reservation deep-links to pages 
of the website that are configured to accept user input 
regarding a rental vehicle reservation having at least one 
pre-selected characteristic. 

18. The method of claim 2 wherein the multiple deep-link 
page is further configured to display a link that is selectable 
by the user to access a different website. 
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19. A method for providing rental vehicle reservation 
booking services through an Internet website, the website 
being accessible by at least one user computer over the 
Internet, the method comprising: 

receiving input from the user computer corresponding to 
a selection of a deep-link uniform resource locator 
(URL) for the website from a multiple deep-link page 
of the website, the deep-link URL comprising a URL 
for a deep-linked page of the website that is configured 
to accept user computer input toward creating a reser 
Vation having at least one reservation characteristic that 
is pre-selected; and 

responsive to the received input, providing the deep 
linked page corresponding to the deep-link URL selec 
tion to the user computer for display thereon. 

20. The method of claim 19 further comprising: 
providing the multiple deep-link page for display on the 

user computer, wherein the user of the user computer is 
associated with a customer profile, the customer profile 
having plurality of divisions, the multiple deep-link 
page being configured to display a plurality of division 
specific reservation deep-links for the website, each 
division-specific reservation deep-link having an asso 
ciated deep-link URL and being selectable by the user 
to cause a display on the user computer of a deep-linked 
page of the website, and wherein each deep-linked page 
is configured to accept user input regarding a rental 
vehicle reservation having at least one pre-selected 
characteristic. 

21. A system for providing rental vehicle reservation 
creation services, the system comprising: 

a memory in which data for a plurality of customer 
profiles is stored; and 

a server in communication with the memory and the 
Internet, wherein the server is configured to provide an 
Internet website for access over the Internet by a user 
computer to book a rental vehicle reservation, the 
website comprising a plurality of pages for display on 
the user computer, wherein the pages are user-interac 
tive to accept user input regarding a creation of a rental 
vehicle reservation with a rental vehicle service pro 
vider; 

wherein the server is configured to (1) recognize a user of 
a user computer as being associated with a customer 
profile having a plurality of divisions, (2) access the 
memory to retrieve data corresponding to the user's 
associated customer profile, (3) use the retrieved data to 
build a multiple deep-link page, and (4) provide the 
multiple deep-link page to the user computer for dis 
play thereon, and 

wherein the multiple deep-link page is configured to 
display a plurality of division-specific reservation 
deep-links for the website, wherein each division 
specific reservation deep-link is selectable by the user 
to cause a display on the user computer of a deep-linked 
page of the website, each deep-linked page being 
configured to accept user input regarding a rental 
vehicle reservation having at least one pre-selected 
characteristic. 

22. The system of claim 21 wherein the customer profile 
comprises a customer profile for a business or governmental 
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entity, and wherein the at least one pre-selected character 
istic comprises a location for the reservation. 

23. The system of claim 22 wherein the pre-selected 
location comprises a branch location of a rental vehicle 
service provider where a rental vehicle corresponding to the 
reservation is to be picked up. 

24. The system of claim 22 wherein the pre-selected 
location comprises a plurality of eligible branch locations of 
a rental vehicle service provider where a rental vehicle 
corresponding to the reservation can be picked up. 

25. The system of claim 21 wherein the at least one 
pre-selected characteristic comprises a vehicle type for the 
reservation. 

26. The system of claim 21 wherein the at least one 
pre-selected characteristic comprises a plurality of eligible 
vehicle types for the reservation. 

27. The system of claim 21 wherein the at least one 
pre-selected characteristic comprises a starting date for the 
reservation. 

28. The system of claim 21 wherein the at least one 
pre-selected characteristic comprises a plurality of eligible 
starting dates for the reservation. 

29. The system of claim 21 wherein the at least one 
pre-selected characteristic comprises a rate for the reserva 
tion. 

30. The system of claim 21 wherein the at least one 
pre-selected characteristic comprises a plurality of eligible 
rates for the reservation. 

31. The system of claim 21 wherein the at least one 
pre-selected characteristic comprises a collision and damage 
protection product for the reservation. 

32. The system of claim 21 wherein the at least one 
pre-selected characteristic comprises a plurality of eligible 
collision and damage protection products for the reservation. 

33. The system of claim 21 wherein the multiple deep-link 
page is further configured to display each division-specific 
reservation deep-link Such that it is adjacent to text on the 
multiple deep-link page that describes that division-specific 
reservation deep-link. 

34. The system of claim 21 wherein the multiple deep-link 
page is further configured to display a link for the website 
that is selectable by the user to cause a display on the user 
computer of a another multiple deep-link page comprising a 
plurality of division-specific reservation deep-links to pages 
of the website that are configured to accept user input 
regarding a rental vehicle reservation having at least one 
pre-selected characteristic. 

35. The system of claim 21 wherein the multiple deep-link 
page is further configured to display a link that is selectable 
by the user to access a different website. 

36. A method for administering a rental vehicle reserva 
tion booking website, the method comprising: 

defining a plurality of specialized rental vehicle reserva 
tion profiles, each specialized rental vehicle reservation 
profile comprising at least one characteristic of a rental 
vehicle reservation; 

defining a plurality of deep-linked pages, each one of 
which being configured to accept user input toward 
creating a rental vehicle reservation corresponding to 
one of said specialized rental vehicle reservation pro 
files; 

defining a multiple deep-link page for displaying a plu 
rality of deep-links on a user computer, each deep-link 
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being selectable by a user of the user computer to 
display the defined deep-linked pages corresponding to 
said specialized rental vehicle reservation profiles; and 

storing data corresponding to the defined specialized 
rental vehicle reservation profiles, the defined deep 
linked pages corresponding to each of said specialized 
rental vehicle reservation profiles, and the defined 
multiple deep-link page in a database for Subsequent 
retrieval when the user accesses the website to request 
the defined multiple deep-link page. 

37. The method of claim 36 wherein the deep-linked page 
defining step comprises generating a uniform resource loca 
tor (URL) for the deep-linked page, wherein the user 
selectable deep-link for that deep-linked page corresponds to 
the generated URL therefor. 

38. The method of claim 37 further comprising: 
maintaining a customer profile in the database, the cus 
tomer profile being associated with an entity, the entity 
having a plurality of divisions; 

wherein the specialized rental vehicle reservation profile 
defining step and the deep-linked page defining step are 
performed for the plurality of divisions; and 

wherein the storing step comprises storing the data cor 
responding to the defined specialized rental vehicle 
reservation profiles, the defined deep-linked pages, and 
the defined multiple deep-link page in the database in 
association with the customer profile for subsequent 
retrieval when the user who is associated with the 
customer profile accesses the website to request the 
defined multiple deep-link page. 

39. The method of claim 38 wherein the specialized rental 
vehicle reservation profile defining step comprises defining 
a location for a specialized rental vehicle reservation profile. 

40. The method of claim 38 wherein the specialized rental 
vehicle reservation profile defining step comprises defining 
at least one vehicle type for the specialized rental vehicle 
reservation profile. 

41. The method of claim 38 wherein the specialized rental 
vehicle reservation profile defining step comprises defining 
a plurality of eligible vehicle types for the specialized rental 
vehicle reservation profile. 

42. The method of claim 38 wherein the specialized rental 
vehicle reservation profile defining step comprises defining 
a collision and damage protection product for the specialized 
rental vehicle reservation profile. 

43. The method of claim 38 wherein the multiple deep 
link page comprises a plurality of sections, and wherein the 
step of defining the multiple deep-link page comprises 
defining a text portion that is to be displayed in a section of 
the multiple deep-link page. 

44. The method of claim 43 wherein the text portion 
comprises at least an identification of a name of the customer 
associated with the customer profile. 

45. The method of claim 43 wherein the step of defining 
the multiple deep-link page comprises defining a plurality of 
text portions that are to be displayed in sections of the 
multiple deep-link page adjacent to the deep-links on the 
multiple deep-link page. 

46. The method of claim 45 wherein the plurality of text 
portions adjacent to the deep-links comprise a plurality of 
identifiers for the entity’s divisions. 
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47. The method of claim 37 wherein the specialized rental 
vehicle reservation profile defining step comprises defining 
at least one characteristic for a specialized rental vehicle 
reservation profile corresponding to a promotional offer, and 
wherein the deep-linked page defining step comprises defin 
ing a deep-linked page that is configured to accept user input 
toward creating a promotional offer rental vehicle reserva 
tion wherein the defined at least one characteristic is pre 
selected. 

48. The method of claim 47 wherein the specialized rental 
vehicle reservation profile defining step comprises defining 
at least one eligible location for the specialized rental 
vehicle reservation profile. 

49. The method of claim 47 wherein the specialized rental 
vehicle reservation profile defining step comprises defining 
at least one eligible vehicle type for the specialized rental 
vehicle reservation profile. 

50. The method of claim 47 wherein the specialized rental 
vehicle reservation profile defining step comprises defining 
at least one eligible starting date for the specialized rental 
vehicle reservation profile. 

51. The method of claim 47 wherein the specialized rental 
vehicle reservation profile defining step comprises defining 
at least one eligible ending date for the specialized rental 
vehicle reservation profile. 

52. The method of claim 47 wherein the specialized rental 
vehicle reservation profile defining step comprises defining 
a blackout date for the specialized rental vehicle reservation 
profile. 

53. The method of claim 47 wherein the multiple deep 
link page comprises a plurality of sections, and wherein the 
step of defining the multiple deep-link page comprises 
defining a plurality of text portions that are to be displayed 
in sections of the multiple deep-link page adjacent to the 
deep-links on the multiple deep-link page. 

54. The method of claim 53 wherein the plurality of text 
portions adjacent to the deep-links comprise a plurality of 
identifiers for the promotional offers corresponding to the 
deep-links. 

55. A method of administering a website for access by a 
user computer, the website comprising a plurality of pages 
for display on the user computer that are configured to 
accept input from a user of the user computer for creating a 
rental vehicle reservation with a rental vehicle service 
provider, the method comprising: 

defining at least one pre-selected characteristic for a 
specialized rental vehicle reservation; 

repeating the defining step for a plurality of different 
specialized rental vehicle reservations; 

creating a deep-link for each of the specialized rental 
vehicle reservations, each deep-link being selectable by 
the user to display a deep-linked page of the website 
corresponding to the specialized rental vehicle reser 
vation for the selected deep-link: 

consolidating the created deep-links on a multiple deep 
link page, the multiple deep-link page for display on the 
user computer; and 

storing the defined pre-selected characteristics in a data 
base for subsequent retrieval by the website upon 
receipt of user input corresponding to a selection of one 
of the created deep-links from the multiple deep-link 
page. 
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56. The method of claim 55 further comprising perform 
ing the steps of claim 20 through at least one graphical user 
interface (GUI) that is configured to accept input from an 
administrator regarding the at least one pre-selected char 
acteristic and the created deep-link. 

57. The method of claim 56 further comprising: 
including a link to a different website on the multiple 

deep-link page. 
58. The method of claim 56 wherein the multiple deep 

link page comprises a plurality of sections, the method 
further comprising: 

defining a plurality of text portions that are to be displayed 
in sections of the multiple deep-link page that are 
adjacent to the deep-links. 

59. The method of claim 58 further comprising perform 
ing the text portions defining step through a GUI that is 
configured to accept text entry from an administrator for 
each of the adjacent sections. 

60. The method of claim 55 wherein a plurality of the 
specialized rental vehicle reservations comprise rental 
vehicle reservations for a customer profile. 

61. The method of claim 60 wherein the customer profile 
has a plurality of divisions, and wherein a plurality of the 
customer profile specialized rental vehicle reservations com 
prise customer profile rental vehicle reservations for the 
plurality of customer profile divisions. 

62. The method of claim 55 wherein a plurality of the 
specialized rental vehicle reservations comprise rental 
vehicle reservations for a plurality of promotional offers. 

63. The method of claim 55 wherein the step of defining 
at least one pre-selected characteristic for a specialized 
rental vehicle reservation comprises defining at least one 
location for the specialized rental vehicle reservation. 

64. The method of claim 55 wherein the step of defining 
at least one pre-selected characteristic for a specialized 
rental vehicle reservation comprises defining at least one 
vehicle type for the specialized rental vehicle reservation. 

65. The method of claim 55 wherein the step of defining 
at least one pre-selected characteristic for a specialized 
rental vehicle reservation comprises defining at least one 
starting date for the specialized rental vehicle reservation. 

66. The method of claim 55 wherein the step of defining 
at least one pre-selected characteristic for a specialized 
rental vehicle reservation comprises defining at least one 
ending date for the specialized rental vehicle reservation. 

67. The method of claim 55 wherein the step of defining 
at least one pre-selected characteristic for a specialized 
rental vehicle reservation comprises defining a blackout date 
for the specialized rental vehicle reservation. 

68. A method for customizing a multiple deep-link page 
of a rental vehicle reservation booking website for a cus 
tomer, the website comprising a plurality of customer 
interactive pages for display on a customer computer, the 
method comprising: 

maintaining a multiple deep-link page template, the mul 
tiple deep-link page template having a plurality of 
sections; 

populating at least one section of the multiple deep-link 
page template with content that is customized for a 
customer, to thereby create a customized multiple deep 
link page; 
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creating a uniform resource locator (URL) for the mul 
tiple deep-link page; and 

storing data corresponding to the customized multiple 
deep-link page in a customer profile maintained in a 
database that is associated with that customer for 
subsequent retrieval by the website for display of the 
customized multiple deep-link page on a customer 
computer in response to a request from the customer 
computer that includes the URL of the customized 
multiple deep-link page. 

69. The method of claim 68 further comprising perform 
ing the steps of claim 33 through a plurality of interrelated 
graphical user interfaces. 

70. A system for administering a rental vehicle reservation 
booking website, the website being accessible over the 
Internet by a user computer and comprising a plurality of 
pages that are configured to accept user input toward book 
ing a rental vehicle reservation, the system comprising: 

a database; 
a server in communication with the database and the user 

computer, the server being configured to (1) provide 
pages of the website to the user computer for display 
thereon, and (2) respond to user input to book a rental 
vehicle reservation; and 

an administrator computer in communication with the 
database, the administrator computer being configured 
to display a plurality of graphical user interfaces (GUI) 
that are configured to (1) accept administrator input for 
customizing a plurality of the website pages so that the 
customized website pages are configured to accept user 
input in connection with a specialized rental vehicle 
reservation, (2) Store data corresponding to the custom 
ized website pages in the database, (3) accept admin 
istrator input for customizing a multiple deep-link page 
that includes a plurality of user-selectable deep-links 
for accessing the customized website pages for the 
specialized rental vehicle reservations, and (4) store 
data corresponding to the multiple deep-link page in the 
database. 

71. The system of claim 70 wherein at least one of the 
administrator computer GUIs is configured to accept admin 
istrator input for customizing a deep-linked page for a 
specialized rental vehicle reservation that is a customer 
profile division rental vehicle reservation. 

72. The system of claim 71 wherein at least one of the 
administrator computer GUIs is configured to accept admin 
istrator input for defining at least one pre-selected charac 
teristic of the customer profile division rental vehicle reser 
Vation. 

73. The system of claim 70 wherein at least one of the 
administrator computer GUIs is configured to accept admin 
istrator input for customizing a deep-linked page for spe 
cialized rental vehicle reservation that is a promotional offer 
rental vehicle reservation. 

74. The system of claim 73 wherein at least one of the 
administrator computer GUIs is configured to accept admin 
istrator input for defining at least one pre-selected charac 
teristic of the promotional offer rental vehicle reservation. 

75. The system of claim 74 wherein at least one of the 
administrator computer GUIs is configured to accept admin 
istrator input for duplicating a customized a deep-linked 
page for a promotional offer rental vehicle reservation. 
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76. A computer-implemented method for administering a 
rental vehicle reservation booking website, the website 
comprising a plurality of pages for display on a user com 

puter, the plurality of website pages being user-interactive 
for a user of the user computer to book a rental vehicle 
reservation, the method comprising: 

puter, the plurality of website pages being user-interactive 
for a user of the user computer to book a rental vehicle 
reservation, the method comprising: 

defining a plurality of pre-selected characteristics for a 
plurality of specialized rental vehicle reservations cor 
responding to different rental vehicle needs of a cus 
tomer; 

creating a plurality of deep-link uniform resource locators 
(URLs) for the specialized rental vehicle reservations, 
each deep-link URL corresponding to one of the spe 
cialized rental vehicle reservations; 

grouping a plurality of the deep-link URLs together for 
inclusion as user-selectable deep-links on a multiple 
deep-link page, the multiple deep-link page being for 
display on the user computer; 

generating a URL for the multiple deep-link page; and 
storing data corresponding to the defined pre-selected 

characteristics, the created deep-link URLs, the mul 
tiple deep-link page and the multiple deep-link page 
URL in a database accessible by the website for sub 
sequent retrieval. 

77. The method of claim 76 further comprising receiving 
input through at least one administrator interface that defines 
text to be displayed on the multiple deep-link page adjacent 
each of the multiple deep-link page's user-selectable deep 
links. 

78. A computer-implemented method for administering a 
rental vehicle reservation booking website, the website 
comprising a plurality of pages for display on a user com 

providing a plurality of graphical user interfaces (GUIs) 
through which an administrator can control which of a 
plurality of reservation characteristics for a specialized 
rental vehicle reservation corresponding to a rental 
need of a customer will be pre-selected for that spe 
cialized rental vehicle reservation, including (1) a first 
GUI through which the administrator can control 
whether a branch location of a rental vehicle service 
provider will be pre-selected for the specialized rental 
vehicle reservation, (2) a second GUI through which 
the administrator can control whether a vehicle type 
will be pre-selected for the specialized rental vehicle 
reservation, and (3) a third GUI through which the 
administrator can control whether at least one of a 
starting date and an ending date will be pre-selected for 
specialized rental vehicle reservation; and 

responsive to administrator input through the GUIs, cre 
ating a deep-link uniform resource locator (URL) for a 
deep-linked page of the website corresponding to the 
specialized rental vehicle reservation. 

79. The method of claim 78 further comprising: 
creating a plurality of the deep-link URLs for a plurality 

of different specialized rental vehicle reservations of 
the customer; 

providing a fourth GUI through which the administrator 
can group a plurality of the created deep-link URLs for 
inclusion as user-selectable deep-links on a multiple 
deep-link page of the website. 


